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FOREWORD

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) faces persistent fundamental change in its strategic and operating environments. This report suggests this reality is the product of the United States entering or being in the midst of a new, more competitive, post-U.S. primacy environment. Post-primacy conditions promise far-reaching impacts on U.S. national security and defense strategy. Consequently, there is an urgent requirement for DoD to examine and adapt how it develops strategy and describes, identifies, assesses, and communicates corporate-level risk.

A U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study team took on the risk issue specifically in July of 2016. This report outlines its findings. It opens a meaningful discussion on what enterprise-level risk identification and assessment should look like in the volatile post-primacy environment. It suggests that risk is the principal business of DoD’s senior-most leadership. In addition, it further argues that corporate-level risk judgments at the strategic and military levels of analysis should revolve around a new post-primacy risk concept. That concept has four governing principles: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation.

According to the authors and the study team, diversity and dynamism populate and shape a sophisticated and structured risk dialogue. They further contend that the purpose of that dialogue is meaningful enterprise-wide adaptation to account for the most important and urgent hazards and demands emerging from the contemporary environment. Finally, the authors argue that high-level risk ownership, risk as a culture, and risk-based adaptation should be elevated as key pillars of DoD’s contemporary strategy development ethos. All three concepts are vital to what the study’s authors and researchers argue should be an inseparable and seamless strategy development and risk assessment process.

At Our Own Peril will be an important reference for the new Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), the Service Chiefs, and the Combatant Commanders as they begin the collaborative process of strategy development over the next several months. It lays out in stark relief the advantages of a Department steeped in the language and business of risk, as well as the grave hazards associated with DoD relying on 20th-century strategy and risk conventions for insights on decidedly 21st-century challenges.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute and
U.S. Army War College Press
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At Our Own Peril is the product of a year-long U.S. Army War College (USAWC) research effort. The report was sponsored by Army G-3/5 (Strategy, Plans, and Policy Directorate), the Joint Staff, J-5 (Strategy Development Division), and the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Strategy and Force Development. The work is intended to add to the inevitable debates on risk and risk assessment accompanying forthcoming defense strategy development.

The report endeavors to inform the defense strategy discussion by evaluating the components, high-level assessment, and articulation of risk by the Department of Defense (DoD) at the strategic and military levels of analysis, as well as across the operational and future challenges time horizons. Moreover, in doing so, it answers a single simple question: How should DoD adapt its current risk identification and assessment conventions to accommodate an environment defined by persistent, disruptive change?

To arrive at actionable findings and recommendations, the USAWC study team examined DoD’s risk assessment challenge in four principal areas of inquiry: describing risk, identifying risk, assessing risk, and effectively communicating risk. The study team found three clear vulnerabilities or shortcomings in current risk convention. First, it is excessively focused on near-term military threats. Second, it lacks a meaningful connection back to concrete defense objectives. Finally, third, it has proven to be an insufficient catalyst for essential post-primacy defense innovation and adaptation. These are reflected in a general dissatisfaction among many DoD stakeholders on the state of risk as it relates to corporate-level strategy.

In response, this study recommends that risk become the persistent business of DoD’s senior leadership. It further argues that corporate-level risk judgments should revolve around a new post-primacy risk concept and its four governing principles of diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation.

DESCRIBING RISK

The imperative for fresh perspectives on enterprise-level risk and risk assessment emerge from the broad recognition of two adverse realities confronting the United States and its defense establishment. The first is the increasing vulnerability, erosion, and, in some cases, the loss of an assumed U.S. military advantage vis-à-vis many of its most consequential defense-relevant challenges. The second concerns the volatile and uncertain restructuring of international security affairs in ways that appear to be increasingly hostile to unchallenged U.S. leadership. At Our Own Peril identifies this new or newly recognized period as one of “post-U.S. primacy.”

In the team’s assessment, post-primacy has five interrelated characteristics:
  • Hyperconnectivity and weaponization of information, disinformation, and disaffection;
  • A rapidly fracturing post-Cold War status quo;
  • Proliferation, diversification, and atomization of effective counter-U.S. resistance;
• Resurgent but transformed great power competition; and,
• Violent or disruptive dissolution of political cohesion and identity.

Individually and in combination, these post-primacy characteristics have extraordinary impacts on defense-relevant hazards and demands, and, by implication, enterprise-level risk and risk assessment. For strategists and senior defense decision-makers, the five post-primacy characteristics call for more dynamic, forward-looking, and adaptive approaches to both strategy development and risk assessment.

Consistent with current DoD practice and terms, the study team laid the conceptual foundation for their work by describing risk in four key dimensions: military, strategic, operational, and future challenges. The first two represent terminal ends on a vertical risk assessment continuum, whereas the latter two are similarly endpoints on a horizontal or time-based spectrum.

On the vertical continuum from top to bottom, strategic risk is the likelihood that DoD fails to effectively focus or define what the team calls DoD’s principal risk portfolio. Military risk, on the other hand, involves judgments on the likelihood that DoD fails to adequately counter hazards to enduring defense objectives through the individual demands included in the portfolio. Along the horizontal time continuum, operational risk involves judgments on DoD’s near-term vulnerabilities in the former two dimensions, and future challenges risk accounts for similar vulnerabilities over time.

IDENTIFYING RISK

After extensive engagement and consultation with defense and defense-interested communities of practice and interest, At Our Own Peril concludes that objectives-based vice threat-based risk assessment is most appropriate for post-primacy conditions. The study group surveyed 25 years of national security, defense, and military policy and identified six illustrative enduring defense objectives to apply against the current and future environment.

These objectives help senior leadership to determine the most appropriate strategic approaches to the environment’s hazards and the specific military demands those approaches imply. The objectives are:
• Secure U.S. territory, people, infrastructure, and property against significant harm;
• Secure access to the global commons and strategic regions, markets, and resources;
• Meet foreign security obligations;
• Underwrite a stable, resilient, rules-based international order;
• Build and maintain a favorable and adaptive global security architecture; and,
• Create, preserve, and extend U.S. military advantage and options.

To be of the most utility, strategic and military risk assessment should identify the likelihood of failure or prohibitive cost in pursuit or defense of these enduring objectives, given an adopted strategy.
ASSessing and communicating risk

Post-primacy risk assessment has at its core the chief objective of enterprise-wide adaptation. The report concludes that this process begins with the identification of enduring objectives, strategy development in support of them, the identification of strategy-driven military demands, and determination of which of the demands are important and urgent enough to be included in the principal risk portfolio.

Like this articulation of objectives, the report identifies eight demands in the study’s illustrative principal risk portfolio: Strategic Deterrence and Defense, Gray Zone/Counter-Gray Zone, Access/Anti-Access, Major Combat, Distributed Security, Influence/Counter-Influence, Counter-Network, and Humanitarian Assistance and Consequence Management. The eight demands do not represent the sum total of defense and military activity in specific operations or campaigns but, rather, their prevailing character.

The principal risk portfolio is the pacer against which DoD renders its most important risk judgments. Again, these judgments occur along the military/strategic and operational/future challenges axes. The study recommends the following four governing principles as central to any new post-primacy risk assessment process:

• Diversity in the number and types of hazards and defense demands considered. This requires DoD to adjust the “gold standard” for corporate risk assessment. While surge demand remains the principal risk driver, considerations of surge can no longer be limited to high-end combined arms warfighting.

• Acknowledgment of the inherent dynamism of DoD’s contemporary decision-making environment and its impact on both defense-relevant hazards and DoD’s response options. This includes accounting for inevitable changes in the importance and urgency of hazards and demands, as well as DoD’s projected capability, capacity, and agility to respond effectively to fluid environmental change.

• Persistent dialogue on enterprise-level risk and risk management. In short, the study team argues that senior DoD and military leaders should engage directly in a deliberate, sophisticated, and structured risk discussion that accounts for and adapts to the environment’s inherent diversity and dynamism.

• Finally, a commitment to constant and unrelenting risk-based defense adaptation as a by-product of the aforementioned persistent dialogue.

The study team suggests that this simple parsimonious post-primacy risk construct of diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation offers new opportunities for senior defense leaders to communicate meaningful insights in a new common risk currency. On more than one occasion, the study team heard that the contemporary language of risk was stale.

In response, the report suggests that senior leadership use this uncomplicated but still sophisticated construction as the principal vehicle for risk communication. Naturally, use of this format must be preceded by clear and unambiguous articulation of enduring defense objectives, important and urgent hazards, surge demands, and adopted or proposed strategic courses of action. These are stage-setting terms of reference for the wider risk discussion that follows.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study identifies four major findings and six associated recommendations for consideration by senior DoD leadership:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Contemporary defense strategy development and risk assessment will occur under post-primacy circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enterprise-level risk does not exist absent meaningful intentions, strategic objectives, or courses of action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enterprise-level risk assessment should be an uncomplicated but not unsophisticated dialogue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Post-primacy strategic conditions will demand more federated approaches to risk assessment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Adopt an objectives-based vice threat-based approach to enterprise-level risk assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Build a strategy-focused risk concept around four governing principles: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pace DoD’s risk assessment against a principal risk portfolio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Issue stand-alone, secretary-level risk guidance as a part of the strategy development process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Integrate interagency insights into DoD’s risk assessment and “lead-up” as trusted partners toward a common “whole of government” risk picture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Integrate core allies and partners into the risk assessment process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE WAY AHEAD

Over the course of 9 months of intensive research and engagement with defense-focused communities of interest and practice, the USAWC study team arrived at the aforementioned actionable findings and recommendations for senior defense leadership. The team recognizes that the findings and recommendations only represent the first steps in what should be a more comprehensive, whole of government, risk assessment concept.

The need for greater interagency integration on subjects like risk is a constant refrain across multiple issue areas. It will not be solved overnight. Nonetheless, this study makes clear recommendations on how DoD might start the process. First, it suggests...
integrating interagency insights into DoD’s risk assessments. By doing so, it may in fact demonstrate the value of risk-based decision-making to the rest of the American national security community.

In the final analysis, the study team suggests three foundational insights will also guide DoD toward higher ground on 21st-century risk identification and assessment. These insights involve: risk ownership, risk as a culture, and risk as an instrument for enterprise-wide adaptation. On the first, the study team suggests that strategic guidance and risk judgments will only permeate DoD and inform all senior leader decision-making to the extent that responsibility, authority, and ownership of risk are unambiguously aligned. As the most senior DoD officer in the chain of command, the study suggests that corporate-level risk leadership in this regard lies squarely in the hands of the Secretary of Defense.

The second insight focuses on risk as a culture. The study team found that risk identification and assessment could not simply be a process, a product, or a static judgment on hazard or danger. It needs to be a persistent component of DoD’s corporate culture. In short, risk identification and assessment need to be pervasive elements of DoD’s strategic dialogue and remain central to all consequential DoD decision-making.

Finally, as for risk as an instrument of adaptation, the findings are unequivocal. Any and all corporate-level risk identification and assessment within DoD must have as its expressed purpose, adaptation to ever-changing strategic circumstances. The study team outlined a risk concept with four governing principles: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation. The report argues that the last is the most important among them. If risk assessment is not linked to meaningful adaptation, then it is a wasted exercise.

In the end, this study argues for a corporate risk model founded on persistent senior leader dialogue. The concept should be fine-tuned to monitor and adapt to persistent change in strategic conditions, offering senior leadership clear strategic choices. Maintenance of U.S. defense and military advantage are at stake in the process. DoD’s future risk concept should proceed from that weighty and potentially grave point of departure. Short of that, DoD exposes current and future performance to significant unrecognized or under-recognized hazard.
FOUNDATIONAL UNDERSTANDING
I. INTRODUCTION:
POST-U.S. PRIMACY AND THE NEW FUNDAMENTALS
OF RISK AND RISK ASSESSMENT

In the environment we are in today, with the complexity and volatility and variety of challenges we have, how do we assess risk?¹

In light of seismic changes in the international system and the impact of those changes on U.S. national security interests, there is an urgent requirement for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) to examine how it describes, identifies, assesses, and communicates risk. This report begins that process and suggests that corporate risk judgments at the strategic and military levels of analysis should emerge from a persistent, sophisticated, and structured risk dialogue at the highest levels of DoD decision-making.³ That discussion should center on four important risk principles: requisite diversity in the hazards and responses considered, acknowledgment of the inherent dynamism of DoD’s contemporary decision-making environment, persistent high-level dialogue on risk and risk management, and a commitment to risk-based defense adaptation as a by-product of that persistent dialogue. In the end, risk identification and assessment are inherent components of effective enterprise-level strategy development and strategic adaptation.

Separating risk from the business of strategy invariably hazards two undesirable outcomes. The first is “failure” or the pursuit of objectives or policy goals that prove overly ambitious or unattainable in practice. The second is “prohibitive cost.” This marks a pursuit of objectives or goals that in the end prove little more than Pyrrhic victories, robbing DoD of depth or freedom of action to pursue other—often more important—future ends.⁴ According to the 2005 National Defense Strategy (NDS), where these terms originated:

> We assess the likelihood of a variety of problems—most notably, failure or prohibitive costs in pursuit of . . . objectives. This approach recognizes that some objectives, though desirable, may be unattainable, while others, though attainable, may not be worth the costs.⁵

The imperative for fresh perspectives on enterprise-level risk emerges from broad recognition of: 1) the vulnerability, erosion, or even loss of assumed U.S. military advantage vis-à-vis many of its most consequential defense-relevant challenges, and 2) a volatile restructuring of international security affairs that appears increasingly inhospitable to unchallenged American leadership.⁶ On both counts and in the words of one member of the study’s expert working group (EWG), contemporary risk assessment should start from the jarring realization that “we can lose.”⁷ The U.S. military hazards sacrificing core interests and objectives, global position, and material capability if it does not act now to have a greater appreciation for military- and strategic-level risk in the contemporary environment.
Indeed, this study argues that the volatile restructuring of international security affairs currently underway marks the American entrance into a third transformational era since the end of the Cold War. In addition, it is an era that the U.S. defense enterprise is ill-equipped to contend with from a risk perspective. The first of the preceding two eras is commonly referred to as the “post-Cold War” period, a time where the United States and its military benefitted from unprecedented reach and advantage vis-à-vis the nearest or most threatening of its state rivals. The second era can most reasonably be described as the “post-9/11” period. It saw the United States and its defense establishment suffer a disruptive “strategic shock.”

That shock exposed both the vulnerability engendered by dogged adherence to longstanding national security bias and convention, as well as inherent American adaptability to fundamental change in strategic conditions. Each of these eras presented defense and military leaders with unique risk considerations. Each also offered contemporary decision-makers with clues as to how they should identify, describe, and assess contemporary risk going forward.

Now, it is becoming increasingly clear that the United States is either at the doorstep or in the midst of a third—even more uncertain—wave of foundational strategic change. This study labels this period “post-primacy.” For DoD, post-primacy is marked by five interrelated characteristics:

• Hyper-connectivity and weaponization of information, disinformation, and disaffection;
• A rapidly fracturing post-Cold War status quo;
• Proliferation, diversification, and atomization of effective counter-U.S. resistance;
• Resurgent but transformed great power competition; and finally,
• Violent or disruptive dissolution of political cohesion and identity.

While the United States remains a global political, economic, and military giant, it no longer enjoys an unassailable position versus state competitors. Further, it remains buffeted by a range of metastasizing violent or disruptive nonstate challengers, and it is under stress—as are all states—from the dispersion and diffusion of effective resistance and the varied forces of disintegrating or fracturing political authority. In brief, the status quo that was hatched and nurtured by U.S. strategists after World War II and has for decades been the principal “beat” for DoD is not merely fraying but may, in fact, be collapsing. Consequently, the United States’ role in and approach to the world may be fundamentally changing as well.

This new post-primacy period is distinct from either of the previously mentioned eras. Moreover, it is laden with profound implications for DoD and its civilian and military leadership. Consequential global events will happen faster than DoD is currently equipped to handle. U.S. defense capabilities and concepts will rarely be a perfect fit for the conditions they encounter. Indeed, while the United States remains a global military
power, it no longer can—as in the past—automatically generate consistent and sustained local military superiority at range. Finally, the complexity of DoD’s decision-making and operating environments will increasingly defy its current strategy, planning, and risk assessment conventions and biases.

In short, most of the instruments, approaches, concepts, and resources that have historically either helped the U.S. defense enterprise generate advantage or adapt to change are likely not keeping pace with the strategic change afoot in the post-primacy era. Thus, American senior leaders and strategists will have to simultaneously design, build, and persistently adapt strategic responses to an environment where the one certainty is in fact uncertainty. The defining quality of that profound uncertainty is constant, meaningful change in strategic and operational conditions. Thus, DoD requires a nimble and adaptive risk assessment and management approach that rivals DoD’s exogenous decision-making environment in its inherent proclivity for adaptation and change.

In addition, for the foreseeable future, all of DoD’s risk-informed choices will occur under pressure from post-primacy’s transformational strategic forces and conditions. In the end, the origin, character, complexity, scale, and variety of post-primacy defense-relevant hazards and associated military demands require fresh perspectives on the “fundamentals” of defense risk and risk assessment. This study does just that in four principal areas of inquiry.

FOUR PRINCIPAL AREAS OF INQUIRY: DESCRIBE, IDENTIFY, ASSESS, AND COMMUNICATE

To arrive at an actionable set of findings and recommendations, the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study team set out to create a new baseline perspective on DoD’s post-primacy risk and risk assessment challenges. The study effort tackles the risk challenge in four principal areas of inquiry: describing risk, identifying risk, assessing risk, and effectively communicating risk. In the end, the study team is confident that its work complements recent Joint Staff work and independently makes meaningful contributions to future risk-informed strategy and policy development.

First, this study identified touchstones for describing risk at the strategic and military levels of analysis. These two risk bins are codified in enterprise-level DoD deliberations via nearly 2 decades of legislation and Pentagon policy. As a result of its investigation, the study team developed descriptions (not definitions) of strategic and military risk that depart from current DoD or Joint Staff convention. However, they do so thoughtfully and in accordance with first principles that see risk as some “probability . . . of damage, injury, liability, loss, or negative occurrence that is caused by external or internal vulnerabilities.”

The study’s adapted view of strategic and military risk is intended to provide senior defense and military leaders with a common launch point for assessing and communicating the “nature and magnitude” of post-primacy risk. As important, the descriptions of strategic and military risk outlined in the next sections provide the requisite connective tissue between the two levels of analysis. In this regard, the study team concluded that strategic and military risks are terminal points at two ends of a single risk continuum and not wholly separate and distinct considerations.
The descriptions of strategic and military risk provided in the report’s next section account for anticipated 10-year DoD surge demands while not necessarily dogmatically adhering to past defense bias and convention. Indeed, the study team found that the same deeply embedded defense bias and convention may both undermine a common, meaningful, and contemporary perspective on risk and also prevent effective enterprise-level risk assessment at both the strategic and military levels of analysis. In short, neither current defense convention, nor the strategy development and planning it informs may adequately account for a dynamic post-primacy security environment awash in new-age defense-relevant challenges and associated military demands.

In the second and third areas of inquiry and consistent with the work of Dr. Michael Mazarr of RAND, the study team acknowledges that risk identification and risk assessment—at both the strategic and military levels of analysis—are less the products of mathematical formulas and more the artful organization of frameworks for thoughtful risk allocation and apportionment within and between various strategic choices. The team found that this perspective on risk gives senior defense and military leaders the freedom to develop and adapt innovative outlets for negotiating responses and remedies to identified risks. The study team concluded that a broad, simple, parsimonious, and adaptable concept for assessing prospects for either failure or prohibitive cost in pursuit of defense objectives would yield more meaningful enterprise-level decisions. Indeed, the alternative risk concept discussed in detail later offers senior leadership a tangible framework for weighing and adopting one or more of the four risk management paths widely codified in professional literature on the subject. These include avoiding risk, mitigating risk, transferring risk, or accepting identified risk outright and proceeding with an adopted course of action with the full knowledge of its existence and potential impact.

On the third line of inquiry, specifically assessing risk, the study team constructed an alternative DoD risk concept founded on four important foundational principles. These include: diversity in the hazards and demands considered; recognition of the inherent dynamism of DoD’s decision-making environment; persistent dialogue among senior DoD leaders about the relationship between at-risk objectives, the hazards to them, the demands associated with their security, and internal/external institutional priorities; and finally, adaptation to identified risks as a by-product of persistent dialogue.

A consistent observation by those the study team engaged throughout the research effort involved widespread doubt about the degree to which current risk conventions actually resulted in real changes in strategy, strategic plans, concepts, and structural or material solutions. Thus, adaptation became a late and important addition to the alternative risk concept recommended in the report.

The concept of adaptation focuses risk assessment more clearly on outcomes. In short, adaptation to positive and negative change in the decision-making or operating environments is in fact the point of any honest and meaningful risk assessment exercise. Adaptation implies both effectively communicating the risks associated with an adopted strategy or course of action, as well as acting according to best judgment to lower the impact of any and all identified hazards through change.
In the forthcoming analysis, the study team suggests that risk assessment is a layered dialogue that accounts for and categorizes the most important defense-relevant hazards, their relationship to enduring defense objectives, and the demands those relationships imply. Once identified, the demands are collected in what the study team calls DoD’s principal risk portfolio. The importance of identified demands relative to objectives and priorities, as well as the urgency associated with addressing them determines both the contents of the risk portfolio and prioritization among its identified demands. Initially, this occurs simultaneous to or in concert with strategy development. In addition, the study suggests it subsequently occurs in the process of persistent routine strategic assessments as well.

The principal risk portfolio and its constituent demands then become the pacing instruments for strategic and military risk assessment. The portfolio should reflect both the inherent diversity of DoD’s potential pacing hazards and demands, as well as the dynamism of contemporary strategic conditions. Once the portfolio is established, the study suggests that DoD persistently assesses both overall and demand-specific risk in six basic areas applicable to both the strategic and military levels of analysis. These six considerations become the focal point of a persistent risk-based dialogue at senior levels of DoD.

Finally, on the subject of communicating risk effectively, the study team found that once identified and assessed, risk is best communicated in terms of the common “risk currency” used to arrive at key enterprise-level risk-related judgments—diversity, dynamism, dialogue, and adaptation. That common currency first leverages the principal risk portfolio and its consideration of urgency, importance, capability/capacity, and agility. It then integrates that portfolio and its constituent demands into a strategy-focused dialogue where senior-level risk judgments emerge and are communicated consistently across the enterprise.

WILL NOTS, WILLS, AND WAY AHEAD

This report will not pass judgment on current DoD or Joint risk assessments. Its primary purpose is to provide a fresh set of first principles on the topic of defense-relevant risk and risk assessment. It will not directly assess contemporary DoD risk judgments. It will further not directly critique the current joint risk assessment process outlined in great detail in the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Manual (CJCSM) 3105.01, Joint Risk Analysis. That process for the time being is being codified and promulgated across DoD.

What the report does do is add to the inevitable debate on risk and risk assessment that will accompany forthcoming defense strategy development. As suggested, the report will also make meaningful recommendations in four broad and important issue areas: describing, identifying, assessing, and communicating risk. Over the course of the forthcoming nine sections, the report will address these by outlining a logical case of vetted concepts, culminating in a set of four major findings and six specific actionable recommendations.

Practically, the report takes the four lines of inquiry and analysis of them and presents them in four major segments: 1) describing risk, 2) identifying risk, 3) assessing and
communicating risk, and finally, 4) study outcomes. These segments are further broken down into nine individual sections. After the introductory discussion presented here in Section I, Section II describes the specific methodology employed to arrive at the study’s findings and recommendations.

Section III opens a discussion on describing risk. It outlines both current DoD risk convention, as well as an independent perspective on foundational study terms of reference. A key task in Section III is describing the study team’s conceptions of strategic and military risk and their relationship to the post-primacy decision-making environment. As in the case of last year’s gray zone report, Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, the study team decided to describe strategic and military risk vice define them in order to leave senior defense and military leaders reasonable latitude to adapt the concepts to inevitable changes in context and priorities.

As it builds toward descriptions of strategic and military risk, Section III progressively introduces study team interpretations of a number of foundational concepts used throughout the report such as: surge, operational and future challenges risk, as well as a more fulsome description of the principal risk portfolio. The concepts and descriptions in this section provide the study’s consumers with an introduction to the common “risk currency” employed throughout the report.

Section IV opens the discussion of describing risk. It identifies six enduring defense objectives. After an intensive survey of U.S. defense and national security convention over the past 25 years, the team concluded that the six objectives outlined in Section IV capture best advice on the likeliest potential drivers for U.S. military surge demand over the next decade. In the study team’s view, the objectives are the principal touchstones for gauging the relative importance of key defense-relevant hazards, designing a realistic strategic approach to secure interests and objectives against them, and identifying the broad military demands associated with fulfilling that strategy.

Section V continues the discussion of identifying risk. It responsibly and independently surveys the post-primacy decision-making environment. It identifies five core characteristics of post-primacy circumstances that the team believes best inform DoD’s 10-year strategic azimuth. In this regard, the study team took the advice of a high-ranking allied military strategist who observed that effective risk identification and assessment is “all about [the] working assumptions” employed to inform strategy development and strategic planning. In the end, the characteristics outlined in Section V are in fact foundational assumptions the study team suggests will drive DoD decision-making at least through the next decade. They provide the context within which hazards to enduring defense objectives and pacing 10-year defense demands are identified and collected in the report’s postulated principal risk portfolio.

Section VI begins a discussion on assessing and communicating risk. It offers senior DoD decision-makers with an alternative risk concept founded on the four principles of: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation. In many respects, diversity and dynamism are first demonstrated in descriptions of the principal risk portfolio, and the concept of persistent dialogue largely rests on structured discussions of six important risk considerations. Adaptation synthesizes the best information emerging from the first three principles and is the process by which DoD accounts for changes in its strategic and military risk profile.
Section VII provides a brief discussion of effective risk communication. In general, the study concludes that risk communication is the process by which adaptation begins. It is grounded in the common currency of diversity, dynamism, and persistent dialogue. In addition, it employs the six strategic and military risk considerations and principal risk portfolio to carry a sophisticated risk discussion from the confines of “The Tank” to a broader set of important risk-interested stakeholders.21

Section VIII begins articulation of the study outcomes. It describes the study’s actionable findings and recommendations. There are four major findings and six key recommendations. The study team considers the findings and recommendations additive to ongoing work. However, where necessary, the study team recommends transformational change in DoD practice. In the end, the study team strongly believes that adoption of the findings and recommendations will change the way senior leadership looks at their post-primacy risk challenges. The team suggests that its findings and recommendations are particularly useful now as DoD endeavors to conduct a compressed strategy development process over the summer.

The report concludes in Section IX, where the study team provides final insights on how DoD might reimagine a more effective and meaningful risk and risk assessment convention—especially now in the midst of strategy development.22 Admittedly, this report is yet another vote among many on the subjects of risk and risk assessment. However, it is also an analysis born of engagement with the widest possible set of risk-conscious stakeholders operating inside or in support of the defense enterprise. Their voices are embedded throughout and this study is the result of their collective wisdom and best judgment.

In the end, the report’s principal goal is to advise senior defense and military leadership on how they might—in a more broadly consumable way—describe, identify, assess, and communicate post-primacy risk. It seeks to establish a common, cogent, and adaptable risk currency. That currency should carry key risk considerations from strategy development and risk identification to effective risk communication and persistent risk assessment. It also seeks to align the risk perspectives of senior defense and military leadership with that of the important non-DoD constituencies most concerned with DoD’s risk-based choices. The forthcoming section opens this endeavor by outlining the study methodology.
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warontherocks.com/2015/04/rethinking-risk-in-defense/, accessed May 10, 2017; and Michael J. Mazarr, “Fixes for Risk Assessment in Defense,” War on the Rocks, April 22, 2015, available from https://warontherocks.com/2015/04/fixes-for-risk-assessment-in-defense/, accessed May 10, 2017. The terms “strategic” and “military” risk as levels of analysis have been common to the Department of Defense (DoD)/legislative language for some time. In addition, RAND Corporation’s Michael J. Mazarr has been the defense analytic community’s most recent influential and thoughtful voice on the topic of risk as iterative dialogue vice overly formulaic process.


5. Ibid.


7. This quote came from a senior service participant in the first expert working group (EWG) at the National Defense University in Washington, D.C. on July 22, 2016.


13. 10 U.S.C. § 118(c) (2014). Assessment or description of the “nature and magnitude” of risk have been staple features of Title 10 language since the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR).


15. This insight emerged in an interview with working-level members of the Joint Staff via video teleconference, September 22, 2016.

ISO describes Risk Management as the “development of a clear understanding of the risks that are important to the enterprise and managing them as the organization evolves and the operating environment (physical, environmental, financial and social) changes through time.”


18. The six areas include: the nature, clarity, and origin of defense challenges (hazards and demands) and their relationship to current U.S./partner conventions, priorities, and plans; the residual or hidden hazard or risk impacting defense challenges and prior U.S./partner approaches to mitigating, accepting, transferring, or avoiding it; the character, complexity, rate of change, and endurance of defense challenges and perceived U.S./partner competency, anticipation, adaptability, depth, and resilience to account for them; the scope, scale, and diversity of defense challenges and presumed U.S./partner capacity to absorb their attendant requirements; the spatial and temporal sequencing of the defense challenges matched to presumed U.S./partner responsiveness, reach, and flexibility of existing or assumed capabilities; and finally, overall judgment on existing U.S./partner defense leverage vis-à-vis the defense challenges, as well as identification of available opportunities that may generate distinct advantages for the United States and its partners.

19. CJCS, CJCSM 3105.01.

20. As it related to “gray zone” challenges last year, the study team opted to “describe” vice “define” these terms. In the study team’s view, hard definitions can rapidly be overcome and are vulnerable to being rapidly overcome by events in the contemporary environment. For a view of how last year’s study team handled this, see Nathan Freier, proj. dir., Charles R. Burnett, William J. Cain, Jr., Christopher D. Compton, Sean M. Hankard, Robert S. Hume, Gary R. Kramlich II, J. Matthew Lissner, Tobin A. Magsig, Daniel E. Mouton, Michael S. Muzafaga, James M. Schultze, John F. Troxell, and Dennis G. Wille, cont. auths., Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, 2016, available from ssi.armywarcollege.edu/pubs/display.cfm?pubID=1325, accessed May 3, 2017.


II. STUDY METHODOLOGY

In July 2017, the United States Army War College (USAWC) initiated this study on enterprise-level risk and risk assessment with the support and sponsorship of the U.S. Army’s Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate; the Joint Staff, J5 (Strategy and Policy Branch); the Office of the Deputy Secretary of Defense for Strategy and Force Development; and the Army Study Program Management Office. In support of priorities outlined in the memorandum, “Fiscal Year 2017 Army Study Planning Guidance,” the USAWC assembled a study team of four faculty, eight students, and one outside policy professional to examine how the Department of Defense (DoD) risk conventions comport with a posited set of enduring defense objectives, current and future defense-relevant hazards threatening their security, and the military demands those hazards are prone to generate. In the end, the study sought to offer where appropriate new perspectives on how DoD might describe, identify, assess, and communicate strategic and military risk in more effective and widely consumable ways.

This study is intended to provide an independent look at the key factors associated with and affecting enterprise-level strategic and military risk judgments and deliver additive findings and recommendations to the existing body of DoD’s knowledge and work on the subject. It offers conclusions on how the defense enterprise might employ a common, cogent, and adaptable risk currency from risk identification through risk communication in order to better inform strategic decision-making by DoD senior leadership. Toward these ends, the study effort proceeded in four phases.

In Phase I (Develop Preliminary Insights, July-October 2016), the USAWC study team sharpened the research focus, developed early insights, and conducted preliminary literature reviews. Most prominently, the latter included four individual surveys of literature looking at how various defense and non-defense parties defined risk and employed risk-based decision-making at the enterprise-level. These surveys examined risk processes and judgments in the private or commercial sector, from the perspective of individual U.S. service components (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps), from the U.S. joint military perspective (both in the Pentagon and combatant commands), and finally, from the standpoint of U.S. Government senior leadership operating across the national security sector (including, but not limited to, DoD). Additionally, the USAWC study team collected and derived insights from a questionnaire that among other topics asked respondents to identify the top five potential U.S. “surge” demands defense senior leadership should anticipate between 2017 and 2027. This information was essential for the team identifying where DoD might anticipate “looking for risk” from now into the mid-term future.

The USAWC study benefited from early engagement with its expert working group (EWG) during Phase I. The first of three planned EWG sessions occurred in July 2016—well before the final consolidation of the USAWC study team. As was the case last year with Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, the EWG represented a

---

This study employed a four-phased approach:

- **Phase I: Develop preliminary insights**
- **Phase II: Refine and test insights**
- **Phase III: Record and report findings**
- **Phase IV: Socialize results**
cross-section of meaningful voices from the broadest possible defense and military communities of interest.\textsuperscript{2} EWG membership included representatives of the joint and service staffs, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), think tanks, private industry, and joint professional military education.

Phase II (Refine and Test Insights, November 2016-March 2017) opened with the second of three EWGs and included the third and final EWG deliberations in January 2017. Additionally, Phase II included significant periods of external engagement and research. During Phase II, members of the USAWC study team met personally or via video teleconference with representatives of three regional combatant commands and one functional combatant command (U.S. Central Command [USCENTCOM], U.S. Pacific Command [USPACOM], U.S. Northern Command [USNORTHCOM], and U.S. Special Operations Command [USSOCOM]); and one sub-unified joint command, U.S. Forces, Japan (USFJ). Members of the team also met with senior- and working-level representatives of two U.S. intelligence organizations (Defense Intelligence Agency [DIA] and the National Intelligence Council). Additionally, representatives of a second functional combatant command, U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), submitted written responses and the study team reviewed the answers to those targeted research questions.

In addition to the combatant commands, the USAWC study team consulted with representatives of two regional service component commands (U.S. Army Pacific [USARPAC] and Pacific Fleet [PACFLT]), as well as engaged in roundtable discussions with the American Enterprise Institute, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), the RAND Corporation, and the Institute for the Study of War.

During Phase III (Record and Report Findings, March-April 2017), the USAWC study team vetted the report’s findings with its senior review group (SRG). The SRG offered final thoughts on the course, conduct, and conclusions of the work prior to final preparation of the effort’s formal report. Naturally, Phase III included substantial report writing as well throughout. Phase III closed with a final briefing to the study’s sponsors in April 2017 and submission of the final draft report to the USAWC Press for editing and publication.

Finally, with submission of the report to the USAWC Press, Phase IV (Socialize Results, May-August 2017) commenced with broad virtual and in-person socialization of the report’s findings and recommendations. As of publication, Phase IV remains underway. Major events in Phase IV to date included a series of Washington-based “desk-side” briefings to key stakeholders, a teleconference with the consulting universe associated with the Joint Staff, J-39 (Joint Multi-Layer Assessments Branch), as well as a formal rollout event at CSIS.

Finally, the study team would like to offer one last important concluding thought on the study methodology. Throughout, the team was fortunate to have the support of both its EWG and SRG. Without their insights, this study would not be as complete or fulsome as the team would have desired. Further, as was noted in the acknowledgments, this study represents the collective wisdom of all with whom the USAWC study team engaged. As in the case of the EWG and SRG, the report would not have been possible without their contributions. However, the study team would again like to reiterate that participation or contributions of all outside of the immediate USAWC study team does not imply their endorsement of the final product.
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DESCRIBING RISK
III. THE LOGIC OF POST-PRIMACY RISK: CURRENT CONVENTIONS AND NEW TERMS OF REFERENCE

Risk is the most important dialogue there is [in the Department of Defense (DoD)]. Either you can [achieve objectives] or you can’t.¹

The concepts of risk and risk assessment in defense and military strategy and planning are by no means new to senior DoD leadership. There is to be sure a current risk convention or rubric that some within DoD adhere to, with the Joint Staff being the principal representative in this regard. The subjects of risk and risk assessment, however, remain areas of considerable disagreement or—perhaps better put—broad variance in corporate understanding and professional interpretation. In the end, the extent to which current convention truly establishes a common, enterprise-wide risk currency remains in doubt.

This is especially worrisome in light of the imperative to adapt to post-primacy circumstances. While the United States may still be the most important international actor in the state system, it can no longer count on the unassailable position of dominance, supremacy, or pre-eminence it enjoyed for the 20-plus years after the fall of the Soviet Union. Recognition of post-primacy is not a defeatist perspective. It is a wakeup call.²

The concept of post-primacy (explained in great detail in Section IV) is the basic recognition that global security affairs are much more competitive now than at any other time since the Cold War. Moreover, as such, the United States can no longer rely on unsophisticated combinations of raw political, economic, and military power as well as the latent attraction of example to force outcomes in its favor. The study team concluded and found wide recognition that more nimble and adaptable approaches to strategy and risk assessment are essential to regaining initiative and advantage within this hyper-competitive strategic environment.

This report encourages senior DoD leaders to adapt their risk perspectives to the demands of a less ordered and more contested post-primacy strategic landscape. In lieu of mathematically rigorous tactically-informed risk assessment formats, it seeks to narrow the gaps between competing risk perspectives resident among different DoD entities and key defense-interested stakeholder communities with a more qualitative risk dialogue occurring at the most senior levels of DoD. There are a number of thoughtful voices on the subject of risk and risk assessment across DoD; this report endeavors to identify, synthesize, and refine their insights with those of the study team, its expert working group (EWG), and its senior review group (SRG).

CURRENT RISK CONVENTION

Over the course of 9 months, the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study team found a great deal of past and current risk activity within DoD, most prominently the classified

¹In the next 10 years, I expect the risk of interstate conflict in East Asia to rise, the vulnerability of our platforms and basing to increase, our technology edge to erode, instability to persist in the Middle East, and threats posed by violent extremist organizations to endure. Nearly any future conflict will occur on a much faster pace and on a more technically challenging battlefield.³

²In the next 10 years, I expect the risk of interstate conflict in East Asia to rise, the vulnerability of our platforms and basing to increase, our technology edge to erode, instability to persist in the Middle East, and threats posed by violent extremist organizations to endure. Nearly any future conflict will occur on a much faster pace and on a more technically challenging battlefield.
“Chairman’s Risk Assessment” (CRA) and the recently published Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Manual (CJCSM) 3105.01, *Joint Risk Analysis.* There are also, of course, myriad standard visuals explaining where and how risk, and risk assessment, fit in the process of enterprise-level defense strategy development. Note, for example, Figure III-1 where risk is shown as an abstract imbalance between ends, ways, and means.

![Figure III-1. Ends, Ways, Means, and Risk of the “Strategy Stool.”](image)

While all of the aforementioned informed this study’s findings and recommendations, it became abundantly clear through the course of the research effort that risk perspectives are not yet sufficiently integrated across civilian and military staffs, service components, and combatant commands. In short, there is no single, broad, consensus understanding—or concept—of exactly what constitutes risk in the context of the post-primacy environment and the major defense decisions and choices inevitably associated with it.

The CRA, for example, occurs on an annual basis. It is the product of bottom-up risk assessments percolating into the Joint Staff from regional and functional combatant commands, defense agencies, and military services. These insights are aggregated into a combined set of risk judgments under the CJCS’ signature. The most significant or impactful among those judgments are forwarded to the Secretary of Defense and, by law, require formal risk mitigation plans.

The most common critique of the CRA process is its inherent near-term focus. While it certainly attempts to project future risk, it likely does so as a linear extrapolation of the known hazards against which DoD already has well-established concepts and plans. An argument can also be made that the CRA is not articulated in a “common risk currency” that is widely accepted across various DoD risk consumers, nor does it account for higher corporate-level judgments on whether or not DoD has the environment and the enterprise-level azimuth right.

The new CJCSM, *Joint Risk Analysis,* originated in the Joint Staff for the expressed purpose of “promot[ing] consistency across [the] Department of Defense and Joint Force risk-related processes.” This latter point is a noble and meaningful goal that this study also hopes to contribute to with an alternative set of important perspectives. The CRA is rooted in near-term operational requirements of U.S. regional and functional combatant commands. The CJCSM, on the other hand, is more fundamentally grounded in the
philosophy or concept of risk assessment. Both are important components of the current risk architecture but may not be dynamic or forward-looking enough, given the profound change afoot in the strategic environment.

This work proceeds first and foremost from a dynamic, near- to long-term, “objective/strategy vs. hazard” driven perspective. In short, it starts with “ends” expressed as objectives. It applies those objectives to context in order to identify the prospective “ways” (expressed as demands) to secure objectives. Finally, it suggests that risk assessment pace first against those demands essential to securing the most important among the identified objectives.

The study team determined that this approach was essential largely because the two aforementioned joint processes or initiatives do not yet constitute a unifying concept for all the risk-interested stakeholders. Further, neither is perceived by both the study team and the majority of those it engaged with to be sufficiently dynamic, forward-looking, or adaptive under contemporary conditions.

Thus, the USAWC study team found three clear vulnerabilities or shortcomings in current risk convention. First, it focuses too much on the most tangible near-term military threats (China, Russia, North Korea, etc.). Second, it lacks a meaningful, crosscutting connection back to concrete defense objectives. It is, in a word, excessively “threat-based” in the most classic sense. Moreover, it has finally proven to be an insufficient catalyst for essential post-primacy defense innovation and adaptation.

In short, while defense strategy and capabilities naturally favor known knowns—like traditional threats from China, Russia, Iran, North Korea, and myriad Islamic extremist groups—strategy development, risk identification, and risk assessment in reality should employ a wider, more imaginative perspective. As the velocity and vectors of consequential defense challenges increase geometrically, the utility of past defense and military problem-solving convention will inevitably collapse. Paraphrasing a senior Joint Staff officer charged with strategy development and risk assessment, the current system does not reward risk-based innovation.

### THREE COMPETING RISK PERSPECTIVES

The three shortcomings or vulnerabilities outlined previously trace their roots to the absence of a common (or commonly accepted) DoD risk concept. A commonly acknowledged risk concept is an essential component to designing coherent enterprise-level strategic direction. For DoD, risk identification and assessment occur at different (vertical) levels of analysis and across varying (horizontal) time dimensions. The study
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**Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 2001, 9/11, and the Sudden Death of Convention**

Published on June 22, 2001, the “Guidance and Terms of Reference” for the 2001 QDR appears naïve given the sudden change in defense trajectory that began 81 days later on September 11, 2001. As a charter for the 2001 QDR, it stated:

> This review is based on the premise that, in combination with other instruments of national power, the foundation of a peaceful world... rests on the ability of the U.S. Armed Forces to maintain a substantial margin of national military advantage relative to others. The U.S. uses this advantage not to dominate others, but . . . to dissuade new functional or geographic military competitions from emerging and to manage them if they do [emphasis in original, italics added].

---
team found that the extent to which these considerations are linked effectively is a point of considerable debate.

Further, the combination of static strategy development, strategic planning, and risk assessment processes with a hyper-dynamic post-primacy decision-making environment exacerbates the aforementioned shortcomings as well. Indeed, according to one veteran allied strategist, strategy and plans are still fundamentally based on “stability.” In short, strategy and plans are made in a sterile vacuum—unperturbed by persistent real-world interventions. However, they are always executed or advanced in the more fluid, turbulent, and dynamic reality of real-world uncertainty.\(^\text{13}\)

This condition is on constant display today. The strategic and operational environments are in persistent flux while the “best laid plans” are made (and often interrupted by reality) in the absence of a cogent risk concept that accounts for that dynamism. This study endeavors to provide a reasoned perspective on what a common post-primacy risk concept might look like in defense strategy and planning over the next decade.

The USAWC study team found three separate broad interpretations of risk or risk-focus within corporate DoD. The first is an excessively abstract conception of near-term strategic—almost geopolitical—risk. The second operational-level risk focuses on tangible near-term hazards and the plans associated with addressing them. Finally, there are risk perceptions and judgments of, on the one hand, the services who are responsible for manning, training, and equipping capable forces and, on the other hand, Joint theater leadership responsible for integrating those forces into their plans and competently employing them.

The first reflects the primary interest of senior civilian leaders at the top of DoD. Here, risk generally concerns DoD’s ability to meet its broad global responsibilities given adopted strategies, plans, concepts, and capabilities. In short, currently the Department’s corporate leadership sees itself as principally responsible for assessment of and judgments on what U.S. law and common DoD convention would identify as strategic risk; which, alternatively, is what current Joint Staff convention defines as:

\[\text{[T]he potential impact upon the United States—including U.S. populations, territory, civil society, critical infrastructure, and interests—of current and contingency events given their estimated consequences and probabilities.}\!\(^\text{15}\)\]

If that definition appears unsatisfying, given the explicit absence of any connection to concrete strategic objectives, the study team agrees. Indeed, one highly-regarded, working-level Joint Force risk professional observed that strategic risk—by this definition—lacked meaningful advocacy in defense deliberations.\(^\text{16}\) This may be attributable in some measure to this vague definition or interpretation. As of this printing, it appears Congress has intervened to aptly relabel strategic risk as “strategic military risk.”\(^\text{17}\) However, this study will continue to employ the former term, albeit in an adapted context.

\[\text{[A]ll strategy requires stress testing. After all, even the most exquisite plans engender hazards. Therefore, identification of the vulnerabilities exposed by a chosen strategy's interactions with prospective rivals and rival circumstances requires thorough and deliberate risk assessment.}\!\(^\text{14}\)\]
Among DoD’s most senior joint military leadership, risk is by definition more granular and visceral, focusing more on mission accomplishment—often related directly to theater war plans, as well as the near-, mid-, and long-term viability of the Joint Force as it is employed pursuing U.S. security objectives. These are the twin considerations of “risk-to-mission” and “risk-to-force” that together capture the topic of military risk in joint parlance. Again, according to current joint thinking, military risk is:

The estimated probability and consequence of the Joint Force’s projected inability to achieve current or future military objectives (risk-to-mission), while providing and sustaining sufficient military resources (risk-to-force).\(^{18}\)

The study team concluded that military risk was more straightforward, widely understood, and easily consumable. This is perhaps a product of military risk being clearly linked to concrete real world military objectives. In both the team’s view and that of at least one experienced Joint Staff risk professional, what is missing from the vertical military-to-strategic risk relationship was a clear understanding of the “connective tissue” linking the two.\(^{19}\) Thus, there is in effect dead space unaccounted for in enterprise-level deliberations between the strategic and military levels of analysis. As in the case of strategic risk, Congress appears to have stepped in and recently relabeled what has heretofore been referred as military risk, now labeling it operational risk. In order to avoid confusion, this report will continue to use the term military risk (albeit with an adapted interpretation), as DoD still employs the term operational risk to suggest “current” or “immediate” risk as it applies to war plans and near-term concepts of operation. A great deal will be said on all of this shortly.

Finally, among the service components and combatant commands, the dominant risk theme is near-term readiness or what might be called a decidedly “fight tonight” perspective. This view is encapsulated perfectly in the sage perspective of one senior service strategist who observed that there is no meaningful advocate for “future challenges” risk within the service departments.\(^{20}\) In his view, the component commanders (numbered fleets, air forces, and armies) alongside their respective service chiefs have a decidedly operational or near-term risk perspective.

Their business is “readiness” and, by implication, readiness implies an ability to meet immediate operational demands. Thus, as in the case of senior Joint Force leadership in the Pentagon, Joint Force commanders and the service chiefs who provide them trained and ready forces are firmly embedded in the same military risk space described previously. Moreover, often that space is narrowly confined to near-term planning considerations of what the Pentagon calls operational risk. Consequently—along the horizontal, time-driven assessment of risk—near-term operational risk considerations often trump longer-term future challenges risk. This not only mortgages future readiness, it further leaves significant uncovered dead space along the horizontal axis that connects the two as well.

These various competing (and sometimes fundamentally incomplete) perspectives do not necessarily need to be in perfect harmony. Indeed, one veteran Joint Staff risk professional argued that there actually should be tension in the risk assessment system between the various stakeholders and, by implication, the various vertical and horizontal axes of risk assessment.\(^{21}\)
The study team agrees. However, the study’s findings and recommendations do attempt to deliberately remove unnecessary disharmony and tension. The team breaks down what are by definition complex post-primacy risk considerations and offers a finite set of actionable recommendations that will materially aid in pushing all stakeholders toward a common perspective or common currency on risk and risk assessment as they affect corporate defense decision-making. This is crucial given the environment’s predisposition for disruptive change.

NEW RISK TERMS OF REFERENCE

Given the absence of cogent cross-DoD agreement on the concept of risk, as well as the various tensions and competing perspectives on various aspects of the subject, the study team found it essential to establish foundational terms of reference for its analysis. In particular, nine key concepts are referenced and used throughout this work. They bind the work with an intellectual consistency and drive the underlying logic that leads to the study’s findings and recommendations.

Some of these concepts are common to the current defense lexicon but are nonetheless interpreted differently or substantially adapted to increase their value in post-primacy strategy development and risk assessment. These foundational concepts include:

- Enduring Defense Objectives;
- 10-Year Defense Hazards;
- Surge;
- 10-Year Surge Demands;
- Principal Risk Portfolio;
- Strategic Risk;
- Military Risk;
- Operational Risk; and finally,
- Future Challenges Risk.

The study presents these nine concepts in a logical sequence or hierarchy. This sequence demonstrates a rational and progressive relationship between each concept and provides for a seamless conceptual transition from a general description of foundational ideas to their specific application in post-primacy strategy development, strategic planning, and risk assessment. This building block approach for the terms of reference underwrites the requisite consistency of thought necessary for senior leadership to evaluate this study’s findings and recommendations, debate them vigorously—testing their utility in light of contemporary strategic conditions—and finally, adopt them in some form as essential components of their risk assessment toolbox.

ENDURING DEFENSE OBJECTIVES

The first foundational concept is that of Enduring Defense Objectives. By surveying post-Cold War U.S. defense and national security policy, and after extensive vetting by both the EWG and SRG, the study team identified and adopted six defense-specific national-level objectives.
In the team’s judgment, these six illustrative objectives represent a reasonable strategic foundation for future DoD planning and risk assessment. The objectives provide strategists, planners, and senior decision-makers with a common launch point for identification of the measurable intentions underlying strategy and strategic plans. Clear strategic objectives further provide subordinate organizations and commands with enduring targets for making value judgments, setting institutional priorities, and conducting strategic planning. The study team took some cues in this regard from an unpublished U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) “Risk Concept Paper” that argued in part, “Discussing risk meaningfully requires making clear the answer to the question: Risk to what? In all cases, the answer should be related to prioritized organizational objectives.”

In the team’s view, the six enduring defense objectives could withstand changes in national-level political leadership and strategic circumstances. And, thus, they provide for a common universal set of defense responsibilities against which the post-primacy strategic environment, its hazards, and its opportunities can readily be evaluated in order to identify the most important near-, mid-, and long-term pacing defense demands and their associated priority. While discussed later in more detail, the six **enduring defense objectives** employed in this report are:

- Secure U.S. territory, people, infrastructure, and property against significant harm.
- Secure access to the global commons and strategic regions, markets, and resources.
- Meet foreign security obligations.
- Underwrite a stable, resilient, rules-based international order.
- Build and maintain a favorable and adaptive global security architecture.
- Create, preserve, and extend U.S. military advantage and options.

**DEFENSE-RELEVANT HAZARDS**

The second concept in the terms of reference is that of **10-Year Defense-Relevant Hazards**. This list of unfiltered contingency events is derived from survey responses from key stakeholders representing the intelligence, defense strategy and planning, and defense analysis communities. In part, the hazards were identified from responses to the pre-study survey question, “What do you perceive to be DoD’s top 5 potential surge military demands between 2017-2027?”

The study team also contributed to the articulation of hazards with their own individual responses to the same survey question. What is most important to understand about the hazards is the fact that they are not point predictions about future events. They are instead illustrative, prospective contingency events that would likely generate enormous debate among senior national leadership and, at the same time, trigger the consideration of major U.S. military commitments. The study will consider the concept of surge by itself in the next few sections.

As in the case of all major components of this report, the hazards were vetted by the study’s EWG, SRG, and in the course of desk side encounters and roundtables, the study team engaged with key defense stakeholders. These stakeholders included both American and foreign partner national security leaders and analysts.
In the end, the hazards are one waypoint *en route* toward a new concept for identifying and assessing post-primacy strategic and military risk. The study team structured its research effort and report to illustrate a thought-provoking case for that new strategic baseline. Perhaps most thought provoking about the illustrative hazards is the fact that they include but are not defined or dominated by DoD’s current “4 plus 1” threat-based model.  

The report’s consumers will discover that careful comparison of identified defense-relevant hazards and their perceived impact on the *enduring defense objectives*—as well as their ultimate categorization under the rubric of eight generic surge defense demands—is the first step in creating a coherent principal risk portfolio. The report later suggests that the portfolio is a useful tool for categorizing an adopted defense strategy’s military demands. Additionally, those demands, and the portfolio as a whole, are important pacers for persistent risk identification and assessment.  

Later, the study team discusses in much greater detail the relationship between 10-year defense hazards and 10-year surge demands. However, for now, suffice it to say that the former is an unfiltered appreciation and assessment of speculative contingency problems that would be of enormous concern to DoD as they proceed with strategy development. The latter, on the other hand, are general expressions of the character of military responses to the identified hazards.

**SURGE AS A FUNCTION OF RISK AND RISK ASSESSMENT**

As the study team opened its work, it set out to determine the principal points of stress against which it would focus the examination or targeting of post-primacy risk and risk assessment. The study team determined that the point of maximum stress for defense leadership fell into the category of surge of some description, and further that the concept of surge would be a centerpiece in what the team determined were among the most important issues for senior defense leadership to tackle in formal and informal risk assessments.

The term surge was popularized in the national security vernacular by the relatively rapid infusion of military forces into Iraq between 2006 and 2009. It has since been accepted to mean a “significant increase in the number of troops deployed to an area.” This study took a fundamentally different approach to the concept of surge. It proceeded less from the perspective of surge as a function of geometry, mathematics, or dimensions, and much more from the perspective of surge as it relates to the concepts of “fixation” or “preoccupation.”

Thus, for the purposes of this study, the term surge and surge demand are used to mean contingency commitments of defense and military resources, energy, and/or attention at levels that dominate DoD’s decision making, planning, and priorities for a majority of one calendar year or more. In the end, the study team concluded that surge demand commonly and correctly drives defense risk assessment at both the strategic and military levels of analysis. However, surge demand in the context of high-end combined arms warfighting—while no doubt fulfilling the definition outlined earlier—is no longer sufficient by itself as a yardstick for post-primacy risk assessment.
Purposeful actors posing complex, unconventional, or hybrid challenges—often in a wildly distributed fashion, as well as wicked contextual threats—arising in the complete absence of strategic purpose will generate their own less traditional surge demands.\textsuperscript{28} The defense enterprise would be well advised to adapt its risk assessment conventions accordingly.

**SURGE DEMANDS**

The study team found that specific (but still illustrative) identification of surge demands is the next logical step for defense and military leaders responsible for strategy development and risk assessment.\textsuperscript{29} Arrival at a workable set of surge demands that best characterizes potential military requirements over the next decade is first, a product of a comparison of enduring defense objectives with the environment within which they are secured and advanced, and the strategy employed to contend with the environment’s unique hazards.

This process yields bins of like-type defense demands. The study team determined that bins of demand like these should drive planning, concepts, and capabilities development, and subsequently, risk identification and assessment at both the strategic and military levels of analysis.

This report identifies a single dominant institutional demand—persistent (at speed) adaptation and eight additional contingency surge demands. Together, the study team believes that these nine total demands should remain focus points for DoD’s strategy and plans over the next decade. In consultation with various risk stakeholders, the study team concluded that the first—persistent adaptation—should, regardless of exogenous contingency circumstances, be a principal driver of intellectual and material energy over the next decade.\textsuperscript{30}

As Section V will make perfectly clear, DoD’s contemporary decision-making environment is extremely volatile. Indeed, this study found in consultation with multiple stakeholders that the scale and velocity of change in strategic conditions is so great, and the imperative for persistent adaptation across joint domains is so urgent, that this one dominant surge demand must remain at the forefront of DoD’s strategy and risk assessment through the next decade and beyond. This late conclusion in the study effort was pathbreaking, in that it married within the new risk assessment concept the likelihood that persistent adaptation would likely occur both parallel to, and as a result of, the process of learning associated with contingency military demands.

In addition to persistent adaptation, eight additional contingency surge demands emerged from a comparison of objectives, illustrative hazards, and the study team’s interpretation of the dominant military missions with the greatest potential to surface over the next decade. They include:

- Strategic Deterrence and Defense;
- Gray Zone/Counter-Gray Zone;
- Access/Anti-Access;
- Influence/Counter-Influence;
- Distributed Security;\textsuperscript{31}
- Counter-Network;\textsuperscript{32}
• Major Combat and
• Humanitarian Assistance and Consequence Management.

A great deal more will be said about both adaptation and the eight contingency surge demands later in Section VI.

PRINCIPAL RISK PORTFOLIO

Filtering objectives through the environment and its hazards, identifying a cogent strategic approach to defending those objectives and, in the process, identifying key elements of the next decade’s potential surge demand terminates for risk assessment purposes in identification of what this study calls DoD’s principal risk portfolio. The portfolio is the conceptual location of the most important defense demands for the forthcoming decade. These are identified in the strategy development process and persistently reviewed and assessed as strategic circumstances evolve. The surge demands are evaluated (and, by implication, prioritized) within the portfolio according to four key criteria—importance, urgency, capability/capacity, and perceived U.S. agility. Naturally, final prioritization is negotiable based on circumstances, context, and senior-level judgment.

Importance implies judgments as to an individual demand’s criticality to the defense or security of one or more at-risk enduring defense objectives. Employing the common risk language of “likelihood” and “consequence” as a reference, importance marries what current joint language calls “strength of interest” with the concept of measurable “consequences.”

In the abstract, surge demands are unsurprisingly considered more important to the extent they match up directly to defense or security of the highest priority or greatest number of defense objectives. In spite of a great deal of available data, this will most likely be an “instinct” call based on the best “crowd-sourced” debate and dialogue among defense and national security strategists and planners and the final judgment of the most senior defense and executive branch leadership.

Urgency is both an objective and subjective call on the extent and timing of required action. Urgent demands, for example, may require application of resources and capabilities now in order to: 1) actively meet specific demands immediately, or 2) to cover down on an obvious and/or dangerous vulnerability that may become active in the indeterminate future. At its core, urgency involves time-dependent judgments related to when senior leadership believe a particular demand will be either most operative or most vulnerable. Again employing some common risk language, urgency is the marriage of a hazard’s “likelihood” with the velocity of its emergence, its rate of change or adaptation, and the perceived ability of DoD and partner defense establishments to meet or adapt to it.

Capability/capacity involve informed aggregate judgments on the degree to which the U.S. defense enterprise is already equipped and postured to meet identified surge demands. Capability implies material and conceptual readiness. Capacity, on the other hand, requires judgments on the extent of the anticipated demand in scope, scale, and duration matched with breadth and endurance of available U.S. and partner responses.
Finally, agility involves senior judgments on the degree to which DoD can flex to the unique requirements of a particular demand whether or not pre-existing capability/capacity is deemed present and employable. Implicit in agility is the ability to adapt as well. Thus, it is not just about the ability to swing existing resources to new challenges but, in fact, it is about adapting or creating capabilities and concepts to meet unanticipated or under-anticipated demands.

STRATEGIC AND MILITARY RISK

The study team started its inquiry with two clear ideas in mind on the subject of describing risk at the strategic and military levels of analysis. These ideas were validated by the study’s EWG and SRG. First, the team concluded (not unlike the previous year’s “gray zone” work) that detailed definitions are vulnerable to being or becoming invalid via over-precision as soon as they are promulgated. As a consequence, and consistent with the team’s belief in risk assessment more as a structured dialogue than a precise formula, it opted to “describe” vice “define” these concepts in order to allow for their interpretation and adaptation when applied by senior leadership to real world hazards and demands.  

In the end, the study team sides with RAND analyst Michael Mazarr, who artfully concluded that risk assessment is more about senior leader discourse than it is point solutions. This lends itself to a common understanding of the concepts of strategic and military risk vice an immutable doctrinal or dogmatic definition. In this regard, Mazarr observes:

An effective risk process should force decision makers to talk about potential consequences in rigorous and nuanced terms, with the goal of informing and shaping their judgment. The risk assessments themselves are not the goal—they are only means to the broader objective of risk-informed decision-making.  

A second principle the study ascribes to on the subject of strategic and military risk is the simple narrative that there can be no risk without something first being at stake, as well as an obvious corollary to that concept: “you have to generate risk [in order] to assume [and assess] risk.” Mazarr is again instructive on this point when, in his recent War on the Rocks essay “Rethinking Risk in Defense,” he observed, “In its simplest sense, the concept of risk refers to things that can go wrong in relation to something we value.”

Risk is not, therefore, just bad things that might occur. It is instead the prospect of hazards emerging in pursuit of a given set of objectives. And, the likelihood that those hazards will either lead to failure or unacceptable costs with respect to preferred outcomes. In this regard, risk involves twin judgments on two specific questions.

First, given a set of objectives, an adopted course of action, and allocated resources, is the purpose or object sought achievable? And, second, in light of the same foundational conditions, is the purpose or object sought worth the projected investment or will it be too costly in lives, money, material, political capital, and opportunities delayed or lost? This tracks with the findings of last year’s gray zone report, Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, and its characterization of risk. That report found that:
All risk assessment involves informed judgments on the likelihood and consequences of failure that are associated with a strategy or some component of it. Risk arrives via manifest vectors. There is, for example, ample room to misjudge the character of principal threats, the extent of one’s own limitations, or the scope and scale of the environment’s most challenging obstacles to mission accomplishment.

In order to cover the waterfront of potential descriptions, the study team began examining strategic and military risk through the lens of existing definitions or perspectives that are codified either in U.S. law or in common DoD practice and convention. For example, Title 10 U.S.C. § 113 requires the Secretary of Defense to—at a minimum—produce a National Defense Strategy (NDS) every 4 years that among other requirements provides:

A strategic framework . . . that guides how the Department will prioritize among the threats described in clause (ii) and the missions specified pursuant to clause (i) [and] how the Department will allocate and mitigate the resulting risks [emphasis added].

Specific references to strategic and military risk, as well as the “nature and magnitude” thereof have been fixtures of U.S. defense legislation for nearly 2 decades as well. Yet, neither strategic nor military risk has ever been defined or described by the legislature over that same time period. As previously discussed, the current National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) modified Title 10, and in the process, characterized the concepts of strategic and military risk differently when describing the Chairman’s responsibilities in strategy and risk assessment. It requires the Chairman to “Identify and define the military strategic [i.e., strategic] and operational [i.e., military] risks to United States interests and the military strategic and operational risks in executing the National Military Strategy [NMS].”

As DoD continues to use military and strategic risk as terms of reference, this report will do so as well. The important point here is that whatever the levels of analysis are called, their definition will most likely remain in the hands of DoD and its leadership.

The Joint Staff defined both terms in their most recent 2016, CJCSM 3105.01, Joint Risk Analysis. They identify strategic risk as “the potential impact upon the United States . . . of current and contingency events given their estimated consequences and probabilities.” Whereas, military risk is “the estimated probability and consequences of the Joint Force’s projected inability to achieve current or future military objectives . . . while providing and sustaining sufficient military resources.”

Given the logic outlined thus far, the USAWC study team opted for two broad descriptions of strategic and military risk that conform to the team’s emerging perspective on the post-primacy environment and the risk-based strategic-choices likely to emerge from it. In broad terms, the study team’s risk descriptions are consistent with the current Joint Staff definitions, the basic intent of U.S. Code, and the last definitions of the two terms promulgated by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) in the 2010 QDR. However, the team found its descriptions most consistent with the broad and adaptable definitions articulated in the latter.
In the 2010 QDR, the OSD argued that strategic risk captured DoD-level judgments on DoD’s “ability to execute enduring defense objectives in the near-term, mid-term, and long-term.” 48 In addition, it further suggested that military risk involved senior insights on “the ability of U.S. forces to adequately resource, execute, and sustain military operations in the near- to mid-term, and the mid- to longer-term.”49

From these various points of departure and informed by last year’s gray zone report, the team arrived at two alternative working descriptions of strategic and military risk. On strategic risk, specifically, the team was particularly taken with a contribution by Robert Haddick, an EWG member and a Visiting Senior Fellow at the Mitchell Institute for Aerospace Studies of the Air Force Association. Haddick described strategic risk this way:

[Strategic risk] is . . . the chance of grossly misjudging the future operating environment such that the strategist and his forces are not prepared for a highly consequential security failure. . . . The strategy failure would occur when the strategist has not prepared for . . . events which his process and force planning failed to anticipate.50

With all of the various inputs in mind, this report’s description of strategic risk also tracks closely with the risk description in 2016’s USAWC report Outplayed.51 Thus, in the context of this study, the report argues that strategic risk might be described as:

The likelihood that DoD: 1) fails to adequately anticipate urgent and important surge demands in its principal risk portfolio, and therefore, 2) incurs “increased prospects for either drastic underperformance, [prohibitive cost] or outright failure” securing enduring defense objectives.52

Post-primacy military risk, on the other hand and according to the study team, is:

Overall or mission-specific judgments on the likelihood of “failure or prohibitive cost” associated with securing enduring defense objectives through the employment of military force and/or forces in the demands captured in the principal risk portfolio.53

Key insights on both the strategic and military levels of analysis are important to highlight here. First, in simple terms, strategic risk is “top-down.” As such, it is the principal purview of the Secretary of Defense, informed by the advice of his key civilian and military advisors. It represents the secretary’s best judgment on the likelihood that DoD has failed to effectively identify, focus, and/or define the principal risk portfolio and its most important demands. It is in a word, an assessment of the prospect for errors of omission at the highest levels of DoD.

In essence, strategic risk involves informed judgments on the likelihood that senior defense leaders have collectively pointed DoD in the wrong direction. Therefore, calculation of strategic risk requires the courage of honest self-reflection at the highest levels of DoD. Of the two levels of risk analysis, strategic risk is the greatest source of potential “shock.”54 Thus, the short hand for failure in this regard entails inadequate enterprise-level “shock-proofing.”
Military risk, on the other hand, is more “bottom-up” and lies principally in the CJCS’ lane. However, it is also informed “top-down” by the risk insights of senior civilian leadership. Moreover, this report ultimately concludes that the Secretary, by virtue of his being in the chain of command, “owns” corporate risk at all levels of analysis.

Military risk assesses the likelihood that defense and military leadership fail to adequately account for and/or counter specific demands inside the principal risk portfolio. As opposed to strategic risk, it is an informed judgment of the prospects for gross errors of commission or the potential that, once identified, senior leadership commits energy and resources against specific defense demands in ways that either drastically increase cost or result in operational-level defeat or failure.

OPERATIONAL AND FUTURE CHALLENGES RISK

If strategic and military risk represent a vertical risk relationship in the defense context—one judgment on the adequacy of DoD’s overall azimuth and the second on the ability of DoD to take on discrete military challenges to secure at-risk objectives—then operational and future challenges risk represent the most important horizontal risk relationship. In order to satisfy the legislative requirement to address risk in DoD’s 2001 QDR, Donald Rumsfeld and the Bush administration ushered in a four-point risk assessment framework: operational risk, future challenges risk, force management risk, and institutional risk.

From the outset, the study team determined that this report would focus primarily on risk related to defending or securing DoD’s enduring defense objectives—or the ability of DoD to meet its external demands within acceptable cost. These are the general considerations that DoD (or, more specifically, the Joint Staff) might refer to as “risk-to-mission” and “risk-to-force.” The team concluded that the study would specifically focus here in order to narrow the report’s findings and recommendations to those most likely to affect DoD’s overall strategic direction.

While insights on the adequacy and overall health of specific components of Joint Force structure (“force management risk”) or DoD’s organization and business practices (“institutional risk”) are important considerations, this study consciously targets higher order risk and its impact on the strategic direction and missioning of DoD and its constituent components, forces, agencies, and activities. Thus, this study examines the vertical risk continuum existing between the strategic and military levels of analysis, as well as the horizontal risk continuum that runs from current operational risk forward toward and through future challenges risk.

In contemporary military thought, the former operational risk involves informed senior leader judgments on “the current force’s ability to attain current military objectives,” whereas, the latter future challenges risk considers “the future forces ability to achieve future mission objectives over the near and mid-term.” The study team agrees with these perspectives with some minor adaptation.
In short, this study argues that operational risk involves judgments on the current force’s ability to meet prioritized surge defense demands and secure at-risk enduring defense objectives over the near-term (0-5 years). In addition, future challenges risk involves an identical assessment over the mid- to long-term (6-10 years). By definition, future challenges risk will be more dynamic in nature than will operational risk—as the study has concluded that both urgent and important enduring defense objectives, as well as contingency surge demands will shift in priority given changes in context. At both the strategic and military levels of analysis, the study team concluded that the dead space between operational risk and future challenges risk, as well as judgments on the character and rate of change in the environment and its hazards are among the most important sources of enterprise-level disruption and hazard (see Figure III-2).

Two Key Risk Axes: Military/Strategic and Operational/Future Challenges

Figure III-2. Two Key Axes of Risk Assessment.

In Section IV, the study team explores the enduring defense objectives and their post-primacy evolution in significant detail. And, immediately thereafter in Section V, the report identifies the key characteristics and associated defense implications of DoD’s post-primacy decision-making environment. Both are essential first steps in describing DoD’s new risk concept.

ENDNOTES – SECTION III

1. This quote came from a senior Joint Staff officer in Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.
2. The concept of “post-primacy” was virtually unchallenged in individual interviews, roundtables, and expert working group (EWG) sessions. The study team however did encounter some unease with the term “post-primacy” from the senior review group (SRG). After consideration, the team decided to retain the concept as a central idea of the report and its findings. There was a consensus belief that the term reflected a new competitive reality and that it would serve as an important warning to DoD’s senior leadership on the need for new perspectives on strategy and risk.


Art Lykke gave coherent form to a theory of strategy with his articulation of the three-legged stool model of strategy which illustrated that strategy = ends + ways + means, and if these were not in balance, the assumption of greater risk. In the Lykke proposition (model), the ends are ‘objectives,’ the ways are the ‘concepts’ for accomplishing the objectives, and the means are the ‘resources’ for supporting the concepts. The stool tilts if the three legs are not kept in balance. If any leg is too short, the risk is too great and the strategy falls over.


9. A repeated theme throughout interactions with defense and defense-interested stakeholders found that there was concern that the future or future challenges were not adequately represented in DoD’s contemporary risk conventions.


11. This insight emerged from consultation with a senior Joint Staff officer in Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.

12. CJCS, CJCSM 3105.01, p. A-4.


15. CJCS, CJCSM 3105.01, p. C-4.


18. CJCS, CJCSM 3105.01, p. C-8.


21. Ibid.

22. See Dempsey, p. 60. The description of enduring defense interests track with or are equivalent to the “six national security interests” outlined by the CJCS in his public risk assessment of the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 2014.

23. These broad categories were arrived at after (1) reviewing key strategic guidance documents particularly those published after 1990 including (but not limited to) the National Security Strategy, QDR Reports, National Defense Strategy (NDS), and National Military Strategy (NMS); (2) considering the idea of “enduring” in context of identifying core objectives that have not substantially changed over the last 25+ years and are likely to remain given current and future anticipated world trends; and (3) after vigorous debate with our EWGs and validation by our SRG. While the study team recognizes that one may question whether these objectives will or will not, in fact, endure, we are confident that the six categories chosen represent broad consensus and wide approval among an extended field of national security experts and practitioners.


25. This point was made clear in roundtable consultation with working-level staff officers from the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) in Washington, DC, April 11, 2017. For reference to the “4 plus 1,” see Jim Garamone, “Dunford Details Implications of Today’s Threats on Tomorrow’s Strategy,” DoD News, August 23, 2016, available from https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/923685/dunford-details-implications-of-todays-threats-on-tomorrows-strategy/, accessed April 23, 2017. In remarks to National Defense University Students, General (GEN) Dunford observed, “We use those four state actors and one nonstate actor . . . to get an appreciation for where is the force relative to where it needs to be.” This point was made clear in roundtable consultation with working-level staff officers from the OSD in Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.

27. This definition comes from the pre-study survey circulated to various defense-interested stakeholders.


29. See Dempsey, pp. 60-61. The description of “10-Year Surge Demands” track or are equivalent to the 12 priority missions outlined by the CJCS in his public risk assessment of QDR 2014.

30. The study team concluded after consultations with a number of strategy and risk stakeholders that this dominant “surge demand” was in fact an overarching imperative for risk assessment specifically.


33. Freier *et al.*, *Beyond the Last War*, p. 90.


35. Freier, “Known Unknowns,” p. 16.

36. These four criteria evolved throughout the course of the study. The team arrived at the first two early in the process. The last two emerged from significant internal deliberation and debate among study team members.

37. CJCS, CJCSM 3105.01, pp. GL-4, B-3, C-7.
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IDENTIFYING RISK
IV. SECURING U.S. POSITION: SIX ENDURING DEFENSE OBJECTIVES

If the United States begins with a threat assessment before a conceptualization of interests . . . it risks reacting to a threat with major commitments and resources devoid of any rational linkage to the relative critical value of interests.¹

ENDURING DEFENSE OBJECTIVES AS A CONCEPT

If both strategic and military risk judgments are informed calculations of the likelihood that the Department of Defense (DoD) and its constituent military forces are postured for the wrong world or—due to mischaracterization or miscalculation—hazard failure or unacceptable consequences securing core interests, then the study team found it reasonable to begin its analysis by identifying and vetting a universal set of enduring defense objectives. The team derived these postulated defense-specific goals from a review of 25 years of national security policy and defense strategy.² The objectives were finalized in consultation with the study’s expert working group (EWG) and senior review group (SRG). In addition, they were thoroughly vetted during numerous roundtable engagements with important defense and defense-interested stakeholders.

While the team acknowledges that the world changes over time and the strategic environment against which the U.S. defense instrument is focused changes as well, the foundational review of U.S. national security and defense policy established precedents from which the team identified core objectives that, in some form, could reasonably be expected to endure and survive. Furthermore, these objectives would remain basically intact regardless of even drastic changes in strategic circumstances or the routine or extraordinary turnover of U.S. political leadership. The enduring defense objectives represent a common, foundational perspective on U.S. national interests as they relate to DoD and its central role in defending and advancing the same.

Further still, while the study team found that the United States might not necessarily persist as a static status quo power, the team’s findings suggest that these objectives nonetheless would remain valid in general albeit in a different, adapted context. In the end, it is important to recall that the purpose of this study is not necessarily to pass judgment on current strategies or risk assessments, but instead the study offers senior defense leadership alternative ways of describing, identifying, assessing, and finally communicating strategic and military risk.

Collectively, the enduring defense objectives outlined here are an attempt to begin establishing a new strategic concept for the identification and evaluation of key defense-

This study identified six enduring defense objectives as a result of an extensive survey of U.S. post-Cold War defense and security policy:

- Secure U.S. territory, people, infrastructure, and property against significant harm.
- Secure access to the global commons and strategic regions, markets, and resources.
- Meet foreign security obligations.
- Underwrite a stable, resilient, rules-based international order.
- Build and maintain a favorable and adaptive global security architecture.
- Create, preserve, and extend U.S. military advantage and options.
relevant hazards to national security interests and defense objectives. In the end, the study team and the broad cross-section of stakeholders with which it engaged believe that an objective-based vice threat-based risk assessment is the most appropriate approach for DoD and its constituent organizations. Thus, identifying objectives like those described in the next section is a first step in more effective strategy development, risk identification, and risk assessment.

**ENDURING OBJECTIVES FIRST**

Often strategy development and risk assessment start with a gross appreciation of the strategic environment and then continue to the identification of objectives. This study proceeds from the foundational assumption that early appreciation of strategic objectives or ends subsequently applied to the strategic context within which the ends are pursued renders a clearer understanding of the most important defense demands and their vulnerabilities. As one senior leader in the U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM) Area of Responsibility (AoR) stated, “without a defined goal, you can’t even assess risk.” Thus, the study team suggests that enduring defense objectives like those to be discussed shortly might ultimately be used to: 1) develop a cogent defense strategy, 2) identify the likeliest surge demands associated with that strategy, and finally, 3) assess and manage the risk associated with DoD’s actively meeting those demands.

Recall the study team’s assertion in the introduction of this report: risk does not exist in a vacuum. In short, one cannot either identify or assess risk without first recognizing important national waypoints held in jeopardy by the strategic environment’s most compelling hazards. Indeed, what commonly passes for risk in strategic deliberations is simply the raw expression of hazards or unfavorable developments that may emerge; often, all done in the absence of any meaningful evaluation of those hazards against either strategic objectives or intentions (ends) or the defense courses of action or demands adopted to secure them (ways).

The objectives outlined here are purposefully broad, as it was the judgment of the study team and its supporting EWG that their precise interpretation should by necessity be context dependent. This is a reflection of the team’s early recognition that context and accompanying defense priorities are likely to change significantly over time. Broad U.S. interests, on the other hand, will remain largely static. So too, therefore, should DoD’s enduring defense objectives.

With major changes in the environment, DoD will naturally adapt to its new context. Nonetheless, the enduring defense objectives should remain a relatively stable set of adaptable touchstones for strategic decision-making among DoD’s civilian and uniformed leadership. They should also be among the very first pacing considerations for focusing strategy development, strategic planning, and finally, the identification and assessment of **strategic** and **military risk**.

Thus, the objectives outlined in the next section provide valuable conceptual bins that successive Secretaries of Defense and Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) can fill with appropriate context and relevant detail in order to identify defense-relevant hazards as they emerge or persist.
SIX ENDURING DEFENSE OBJECTIVES

The study team identified the following as a contemporary set of foundational enduring defense objectives:

• Secure U.S. territory, people, infrastructure, and property against significant harm.
• Secure access to the global commons and strategic regions, markets, and resources.
• Meet foreign security obligations.
• Underwrite a stable, resilient, rules-based international order.
• Build and maintain a favorable and adaptive global security architecture.
• Create, preserve, and extend U.S. military advantage and options.

In most cases, these six objectives are a synthesis or adaptation of past, current, and projected U.S. defense policy. There has been, after all, remarkable consistency in U.S. policy since the fall of the Soviet Union, regardless of which political party occupied the White House. The following provides a full description of each objective in its post-primacy context.

Secure U.S. Territory, People, Infrastructure, and Property against Significant Harm.

American senior leaders will be increasingly taxed to cut down or limit the vectors by which direct threats arrive to undermine the basic security of the United States, its people, territory, and holdings. Both consequential threats and effective responses are more sophisticated and diverse than at any time in U.S. history. From a strategic and military risk perspective, this first objective has historically been job one for DoD. In the contemporary post-primacy environment, air and maritime sovereignty, defense of the physical approaches to American territory, counterterrorism, ballistic and cruise missile defense, and post-disaster security and relief are not the only defense roles in this regard.

The aforementioned and the significant harm they are focused against remain important components of defining and ultimately securing this particular objective. However, it would be fair to argue that the United States faces a range of fundamental hazards from across joint domains (including and increasingly most troubling—the cyber domain). Further, it faces new or growing challenges from and within the electromagnetic spectrum, on and from the bloodless battlefields of information and influence, and finally, from the leaderless forces of social disintegration and virtual mobilization and resistance.

In the end, the purpose of this objective is captured succinctly in the 2009 Quadrennial Roles and Missions Review Report (QRM) and its description of “Homeland Defense and Civil Support.” On this subject, the QRM report concluded that DoD would posture and conduct operations in order to:

[Ensure the integrity and security of the homeland by detecting, deterring, preventing, or if necessary defeating threats and aggression against the United States as early and as far from its borders as possible so as to minimize the effects on U.S. society and interests.]
There is to be sure a decidedly geographic component to the description noted earlier. Nonetheless, its core focus on “detecting, deterring, preventing, [and] defeating” hazards “so as to minimize the effects on U.S. society and interests”—in essence—captures the intent of the study team as it relates to this objective. Physical distance and boundaries do limit some challenges from materially affecting the fundamental security of the United States. However, other hazards exist in spite of them. Indeed, often these thrive because of a traditional fixation on defending against the most conventional, well-rehearsed, and well-understood hazards first.\(^{10}\)

**Secure Access to the Global Commons and Strategic Regions, Markets, and Resources.**

The United States and its international partners rely on unimpeded access to air, sea, space, cyberspace, and the electromagnetic spectrum in order to underwrite their security and prosperity.\(^{11}\) Indeed, even states and actors with which the United States has substantial disputes also benefit from the free and open use of what have been universally recognized as international common spaces and resources. All five of the aforementioned domains or environments are increasingly vulnerable to the predations of malicious nonstate actors, as well as states seeking to extend their influence and exploit obvious competitor vulnerabilities. In the process, they are increasingly limiting or constraining American freedom of action as well.

Access for access sake is obviously not enough. Routes and connections between strategic markets, marketplaces, and resources in both the physical and virtual context run through common space virtually every international actor of consequence depends on. Goods and services are distributed via physical conveyance, as well as voice or data communications. There are obstacles or chokepoints along the way that also require constant security and maintenance to ensure they facilitate vice impede the legitimate political, economic, and security business of states.

In all cases—as it applies to the commons, regions, markets, or resources—there are also profound basic security interests at play related to the concept of access. Failure of or limitations on the ability of the United States to enter and operate within key regions of the world, for example, undermine both U.S. and partner security. Challenges to access also limit or increase significantly the costs associated with the United States living up to its long-standing security commitments and curtails American influence over key regional security challenges, challengers, and outcomes. Purposeful, malevolent, or incidental interruption of access to the commons, as well as critical regions, resources, and markets are accelerating features of the post-primacy environment. As such, they remain a centerpiece of DoD strategy and risk calculations.

**Meet Foreign Security Obligations.**

Yet another consistent component of U.S. defense policy for the past 25 years has been an abiding American commitment to the security of treaty allies and major non-treaty international partners.\(^{12}\) This near-innate responsibility for the defense of a constellation of commonly recognized and mutually supportive international partners is
born as much out of an American instinct for realist self-preservation as it is selflessness. Since the end of World War II and the treaty obligations that emerged from the early Cold War period (e.g., NATO, Japan, Republic of Korea, the Philippines, Australia, and New Zealand), collective defense and security have been bedrocks of U.S. national strategy. Consequently, they underpin U.S. defense decision-making as well.\(^\text{13}\)

By definition, traditional and emerging bi- and multi-lateral security arrangements or less formal alignments do two things for the United States. First, they guarantee meaningful and ready-made U.S. partners for confronting the most important threats to collective well-being. Second, they also promise some hope for burden-sharing—both as it applies to the former hazards to core interests, as well as to less important or peripheral challenges where overt U.S. leadership may be counter-productive and/or an other-than-U.S. lead may be preferred.

The American commitment to its foreign partners is thus a fundamental investment in U.S. security. As will be discussed in the next section, an important feature of the post-primacy environment is the increasing adherence to self-interest first among Western politicians and other U.S. allies.\(^\text{14}\) This leaves the United States facing the prospect of being at-risk and friendless in an increasingly hostile environment where barriers to entry into effective counter-U.S. resistance are increasingly lower.

Continued adherence to traditional U.S. security commitments, and attempting through engagement to expand the community of like-minded states will serve to bolster what many recognize as an increasingly compromised U.S. position. Further, to the extent that the United States leads its partners to find and enact workable solutions to common defense and national security challenges, the more likely the United States will return to a position of decided advantage vis-à-vis its competitors. If the United States remains prone to accommodate partners and reduce collective allied anxiety, the United States will regain some lost ground internationally and will do so with the wind of strong international partnerships at its back. Failure to do so, however, is likely to result in further erosion of American position and increased strategic-level risk.\(^\text{15}\)

Both inside and outside the United States, a great number of analysts and opinion-makers are questioning the continued strength of U.S. commitment to its commonly recognized security obligations. At the same time, the study team found through extensive interactions with key defense stakeholders that the maintenance of the U.S. position as a dominant global power is untenable without both active maintenance and expansion of meaningful security partnerships worldwide.\(^\text{16}\)

The world has grown accustomed to U.S. leadership. Yet, there are real fears that a combination of effective counter-U.S. resistance and deliberate, unilateral U.S. hesitation and restraint have both diminished American leverage and eroded many of the key advantages essential to the United States maintaining and leading its historically strong network of alliances and partnerships.\(^\text{17}\) According to General David Petraeus, “The paradox of the moment is that, just as the threats to the world order [the United States] created have grown ever more apparent, American resolve about its defense has become somewhat ambivalent.”\(^\text{18}\)

In the end, the study team found this objective to be at the same time potentially the United States’ single greatest competitive advantage, as well as its single greatest vulnerability.\(^\text{19}\) Going forward, senior U.S. decision-makers will need to carefully account
for the strength of U.S. relationships, the reliability of individual U.S. partners, and the degree and merit of partner contributions to collective defense and security.\textsuperscript{20}

Underwrite a Stable, Resilient, and Rules-Based International Order.

Senior U.S. decision-makers naturally feel an obligation to preserve the U.S. global position within a favorable international order while protecting the United States and its people from consequential aggression, attack, or disruption.\textsuperscript{21} Before September 11, 2001 (9/11), this had very specific implications for DoD. Prior to 9/11, the operative international order felt comfortable to U.S. strategists, as they or their predecessors had—over the previous 55 years—largely been responsible for its construction and maintenance.\textsuperscript{22}

Up to 9/11, that operative order was perceived to be dominated by the well-practiced, often-predictable competitive and cooperative relationships between states. In reality, while global security affairs were likely considerably more complex than perceived in the immediate post-Cold War period and through 9/11, this classically realist frame or lens was nonetheless the aperture through which U.S. policymakers and senior military leaders understood the world and its distribution of power.\textsuperscript{23}

Since 9/11, however, U.S. perceptions of both the complexity of the contemporary order (or disorder) and its inherent hazards have grown more sophisticated, uncertain, unsettling, and confounding.\textsuperscript{24} The next section describes the contemporary post-primacy environment in detail. While the United States still clings to significant political, economic, and military leverage, that leverage is increasingly exhibiting less reach, durability, and endurance. In short, the rules-based global order that the United States built and sustained for 7 decades is under enormous stress. The greatest source of stress lies in an inherent dynamism in the character and velocity of consequential change in strategic conditions. General Petraeus is instructive here as well. He recently observed:

Americans should not take the current international order for granted. It did not will itself into existence. [The United States] created it. Likewise, it is not self-sustaining. [The United States has] sustained it. If [the United States] stops doing so, it will fray and, eventually, collapse.\textsuperscript{25}

U.S. adjustment to the post-primacy era has been uneven at best. What can be perceived by foreign rivals or domestic partisan opposition as fecklessness on the part of those charged with U.S. foreign and security policy might instead simply be confusion—confusion about the proximate source and nature of consequential hazards, the risks associated with action or inaction against them, and the stability of the foundation upon which past best practice has most often ably averted military catastrophe, contagious insecurity, and uncontrolled disorder.\textsuperscript{26}

Today, past best practice is increasingly ineffective. Revisionist or revolutionary powers such as China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea demonstrate a penchant for paralyzing, counter-U.S. gray zone competition.\textsuperscript{27} Vulnerable states are also falling victim to more organic networked rejectionist forces and movements that effectively challenge the legitimate exercise of political authority wherever they emerge. The growth, persistent presence, and corrosive impact of these stateless environmental forces lead to noticeable spikes in terrorism, insurgency, and civil conflict, and undermine the U.S.-led
order often less by purpose than by implication. In reality, the “rules” in “rules-based” are failing and the United States is struggling to keep pace.

However, American military power does continue to insure or underwrite stability in critical regions of the world. And, while the favorable U.S.-dominated status quo is under significant internal and external pressure, adapted American power can help to forestall or even reverse outright failure in the most critical regions. There is significantly more to effective solutions than military power. However, a broad front of hostile challenges and forces are in position to sweep the status quo aside and in the process, create conditions that are profoundly unfavorable to U.S. interests.

If the United States is to regain significant control over the most important international security outcomes, it will need to pursue a deliberate campaign that progressively re-seizes lost initiative and invests U.S. power in a remodeled but nonetheless still favorable post-primacy international order. Anticipating and adapting early to dynamic change will have a profound and positive impact on the U.S. global position. Further still, DoD will be a central player in both conceptualizing the character of and components of both the most compelling hazards to U.S. position, as well as American responses to those hazards.

Build and Maintain a Favorable and Adaptive Global Security Architecture.

Securing any or all of the aforementioned objectives will require the United States to avail itself of its significant latent advantage. It does have, for example, the most extensive system of existing alliances and partnerships of any contemporary great power. According to General Petraeus, “[The United States has] an extraordinary network of partners who are stakeholders in the current order and can be mobilized . . . in its defense.” However, as noted, those relationships are admittedly under increasing internal and external pressure. The United States would be well-served to adapt and also expand its alliances to create a more robust network of mutual support and collective security—all transcending geography, functional demand, and purposeful and contextual hazards.

Further, the United States possesses the largest and most sophisticated and integrated intelligence complex in world. With it, it can reach into the darkest most threatening corners by either or both human and high-tech collection. Leveraging the U.S. intelligence community’s enormous human and technical analysis capability, the United States is also able to generate insight faster and more reliably than its competitors can, if it chooses to do so.

Finally, the United States’ ability to knit together into a seamless whole its substantial alliance relationships, military forward presence and power projection, intelligence capability and capacity, virtual reach, and its latent allure as a security partner of choice potentially leave it in an enviable position of strength. That strength, however, is only as durable as the United States’ willingness to see and employ it to its advantage. To the extent that the United States and its defense enterprise are seen to lead, others will follow and contribute meaningfully to solving many of the world’s most complex and threatening collective security challenges.
Create, Preserve, and Extend U.S. Military Advantage and Options.

In general terms, DoD is responsible for maintaining sufficient military capability and capacity to deter threats to the nation’s most important at-risk interests and successfully defend those interests when deterrence fails. This latter point will naturally involve the preservation, and when necessary commitment, of sufficient resources to defeat threats as they become more active, violent, disruptive, or destructive.

However, in reality, decisive or definitive defeat of adversaries may not always be realistic, as it may simply exceed U.S. risk and cost thresholds. This is especially true when U.S. decision-makers come face-to-face with more organic and durable rejectionist hazards. Here, defense and military leaders will face the unsatisfying requirement to contain hazards at an acceptable cost to prevent strategic exhaustion or the fatal erosion of U.S. and partner interests.

While as a rule, U.S. leaders of both political parties have consistently committed to the maintenance of U.S. military superiority over all potential state rivals, the post-primacy reality demands a wider and more flexible military force that can generate advantage and options across the broadest possible range of military demands. To U.S. political leadership, maintenance of military advantage preserves maximum freedom of action. Further, it underwrites yet another bedrock principle of American defense policy—nuclear and conventional deterrence. Finally, it allows U.S. decision-makers the opportunity to dictate or hold significant sway over outcomes in international disputes in the shadow of significant U.S. military capability and the implied promise of unacceptable consequences in the event that capability is unleashed.

As will become increasingly clear in the next section, post-primacy complicates the maintenance of advantage and the preservation of workable military options. To the extent defense-relevant security challenges from both state and nonstate actors manifest as more unconventional, hybrid, or gray zone behaviors or, indeed, to the extent they emerge organically in ways that pit U.S. interests against disruptive challenges to traditional political authority, the more likely DoD will be tested to keep pace with emerging defense-relevant hazards.

If preservation of maximum freedom of action is the objective, future risk assessments at the strategic and military levels of analysis will need to account for a much broader set of threats and threat vectors. In a word, from this point forward, hazards to core interests and enduring defense objectives will be more diverse and, as a consequence, preservation and extension of U.S. military advantage will require a more nuanced and sophisticated appreciation of both the advantages and limitations of U.S. and partner military force and forces.

A Final Note on Objectives.

Noticeably absent from the lead in every enduring defense objective is reference to the usual action verbs like deter, defeat, deny, etc. The team has effectively demonstrated that these are embedded within and across all of the objectives. Securing these six objectives is critical to DoD navigating the contemporary post-primacy environment. They provide an illustrative set of strategic waypoints for effective strategy develop-
ment and risk assessment. In the next section, the study team articulates the five basic characteristics of post-primacy and the defense implications of those characteristics.
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V. A POST-PRIMACY DECISION-MAKING ENVIRONMENT

The international system is in transition from a period when things were quite clear, moving toward some new alignment for which we do not have a name or a broadly accepted guiding concept.¹

Defense strategists and senior decision-makers should be under no illusion about the current tenuous degree to which the United States exercises meaningful control over key strategic outcomes in the international security environment. The United States and its defense enterprise are navigating uncharted waters of late. The potency, endurance, and resilience of once unassailable post-Cold War American reach, influence, and effectiveness are increasingly in doubt.

Contrary to former CIA Director John McLaughlin’s statement quoted at the beginning of this chapter, the study team suggests there is a name for the current decision-making and operating environment. This report argues that the United States has recently entered, or more accurately has freshly recognized that it is in the midst of what can only be described as the early post-U.S. primacy epoch. While jarring for strategists and policymakers who are accustomed to the assumption of primacy, they will need to adapt. This new reality has far-reaching implications for American defense policy, strategy, planning, and risk calculation. From a defense strategy and planning perspective, post-primacy has five basic defining characteristics.

• Hyperconnectivity and the weaponization of information, disinformation, and disaffection.²
• A rapidly fracturing post-Cold War status quo.³
• Proliferation, diversification, and atomization of effective counter-U.S. resistance.⁴
• Resurgent but transformed great power competition.⁵
• Violent or disruptive dissolution of political cohesion and identity.⁶

In combination, these forces are fundamentally changing the strategic context within which senior defense leadership weigh various choices, assess their relative value, and gauge the risk associated with chosen courses of action.

HYPERCONNECTIVITY—SPEED KILLS

Arguably, the most transformative characteristic of the contemporary environment is the sudden onslaught of threats emerging from the dark underside of hyperconnectivity.⁷ One can hardly exaggerate the degree to which hyperconnectivity enables: 1) hostile or disruptive virtual mobilization worldwide; 2) the collapse of privacy, secrecy, and operational security; 3) penetration, disruption, exploitation, and destruction of data storage and transmission, as well as the use of data and data-enabled systems; and finally, 4) the unfettered manipulation of perceptions, material outcomes, and consequential strategic decisions.

That which is loosely identified as the information sphere—indeed often wrongly characterized exclusively as the “cyber domain”—has of late become the world’s most
contested and congested competitive space. Indeed, while well-meaning strategists and planners work through the incredible complexity of cyber competition and conflict, the broader competitive space that revolves around information has rapidly transcended the challenges of 1s and 0s alone.

On the first, second, and third points, the study makes the following basic observations. First, the proliferation of portable communications and computing devices—matched with their inevitable interconnectedness—unavoidably increases the ability of purposeful actors at and below the state level to communicate, plan, agitate, and execute profoundly disruptive acts that range from unprovoked and malicious to targeted and incredibly destructive.

Furthermore, the same connectivity also becomes a vehicle for the rapid, viral transmission of equally disruptive information, emerging more organically and triggering unanticipated, seemingly leaderless security challenges. The latter are literally unbounded, borderless, and virtually uncontrollable. In the study team’s view, the strategic significance of hyperconnectivity cannot be overstated. Currently, imagination is the only barrier to the worst possible manifestations of this increasingly complex challenge to U.S. interests and enduring defense objectives.

On the second point, it is clear that Americans (elite or otherwise) no longer benefit from an assumption of privacy to the extent that they are connected to the information grid. Virtually, anyone now can be found, exposed, extorted, embarrassed, robbed, harmed, or intimidated from either open or anonymous sources so long as they remain “plugged in” and active on the worldwide web. With the collapse of personal privacy comes the inevitable elimination of secrecy and operational security from a national security and defense perspective as well. Wide uncontrolled access to technology that most now take for granted is rapidly undermining prior advantages of discrete, secret, or covert intentions, actions, or operations.

The wide proliferation and use of cellular devices capable of high-definition recording matched to their capability for immediate transmission of sound, pictures, and written text is transforming both how the world gets its most up-to-date information, as well as fundamentally undermining the ability of the world’s militaries and intelligence services to operate with a modicum of operational security. Furthermore, individuals, groups, and states are now able to access imagery and sensitive open source information that once was tightly controlled by governments. In the end, senior defense leaders should assume that all defense-related activity from minor tactical movements to major military operations would occur completely in the open from this point forward.

On the third point, the secure storage, transmission, and use of data and data-enabled systems are under persistent assault. From a cyber perspective, unconnected or closed systems are frankly never completely closed. Open systems are literally open to all. Finally, connected but encrypted systems are in fact first “connected” and then “encrypted.” They are, therefore, neither closed nor unbreachable. Consequently, state secrets, sensitive or proprietary information, and information enabled technical systems

---

Thanks to the internet, the public can identify people with the same values and fears, exchange ideas, and build relationships faster than ever before. Our governments are simply not part of that conversation: we have 19th century institutions with 20th century mindsets, attempting to communicate with 21st century citizens. Our governments are elected, dissolved and re-elected only to pursue short-term agendas, yet the cycles that innovate and build trust with voters require long-term investment.
face concerted efforts to penetrate, expose, and/or manipulate them for a variety of motives. The defense-related hazards are myriad in this regard.

Recent events indicate that hyperconnectivity as it relates to the fourth point—unfettered manipulation of perceptions, material outcomes, and consequential strategic decisions—may just be the most immediately consequential. Largely free-riding on the back a metastasizing global cyber superstructure, actors are increasingly weaponizing information, disinformation, and popular disaffection in order to by-pass the traditional defenses of target states and institutions. Furthermore, the incidental or accidental weaponization of the same is increasingly creating unguided and unintended collateral effects from the strategic to tactical levels of decision and action. There are myriad examples of both impacts in the contemporary environment.¹⁶

As information now literally travels at light speed, it is very difficult to limit its adverse effects. Sometimes the exposure or exploitation of high-impact information is fact-free. Sometimes it is fact-inconvenient. Still other times it is fact-perilous. Finally, there are times that it is fact-toxic.

The first proliferates in ways that undermine objective truth. In short, once fact-free information is deposited in or employed through the information sphere, the real story is lost in a sea of alternative realities. George F. Kennan was prescient in this regard when he observed, “the truth is sometimes a poor competitor in the market place of ideas—complicated, unsatisfying, full of dilemmas, always vulnerable to misinterpretation and abuse.”¹⁷

Fact-inconvenient information exposes comprising details that, by implication, undermine legitimate authority and erode the relationships between governments and the governed. Fact-perilous data gives away the keys to the castle—exposing highly classified, sensitive, or proprietary information that can be used to accelerate a real loss of tactical, operational, or strategic advantage. In addition, finally, when exposed in the absence of context, fact-toxic information poisons important political discourse and fatally weakens foundational security at an international, regional, national, or personal level. Indeed, fact-toxic exposures are those likeliest to trigger viral or contagious insecurity across or within borders and between or among peoples.

Thus, securing computer networks and cyber lines of communication from the predations of opportunistic opponents remains a critical component of U.S. defense calculations. However, this is essential but also insufficient in the contemporary environment. Indeed, to date, American strategists have focused to the point of distraction on defense against the purposeful interruption or destruction of the United States’ information-focused connective tissue, as well as intrusion into and damage to sensitive information repositories. However, consequently, they have been less focused on the purposeful exploitation of the same architecture for the strategic manipulation of perceptions and its attendant influence on political and security outcomes.¹⁸

This idea of the grid as a vulnerability, a vector, and a weapon is an important future risk consideration for the Department of Defense (DoD). Further, the ongoing revolution in connectivity will continue to transform how DoD perceives and responds to hazards and calculates the risk factors related to all three considerations.
The study team suggests there is a single core defense implication of hyperconnectivity—"speed kills." With hyperconnectivity comes a quantum increase in the velocity of change in strategic circumstances. It raises the specter of sudden, violent, or disruptive political contagions; rapid, unintended military escalation; as well as war prosecuted by alternative—even overtly non-violent—means at increasingly faster processing speeds. Furthermore, it enables virtual mobilization and distributed collective action under no centralized authority or control and at speeds that will outpace 20th-century bureaucracies at every turn.

FRACTURING POST-COLD WAR STATUS QUO—FOUR FORCES, “OLD WORLD” ARTIFACTS, AND THE RISE OF SELF-INTEREST

As was described earlier in this report, the stability, surety, and resilience of the U.S.-led post-Cold War status quo is under severe distress and faces potential collapse. This was the first operative assumption articulated in last year’s U.S. Army War College (USAWC) report, Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone. According to the authors of that report, “The U.S. led status quo will remain under persistent assault from a diverse array of actors, forces, and conditions.”

Consistent with Outplayed, this year’s study team determined that the unrelenting pressure on the U.S.-led status quo was the result of a collision and interaction among and between four major competitive forces: status quo, revisionist, rejectionist, and revolutionary. Three of the four—status quo, revisionist, and rejectionist forces—were identified last year in Outplayed. This year’s study group added the fourth—revolutionary.

As a review, status quo forces benefit from and act as the self-appointed guardians of the U.S.-led post-Cold War international order and its components. Outplayed described status quo forces as international actors that “value the current order and actively work to secure it to their advantage.” The order and its constituent parts, first emerged from World War II, were transformed to a unipolar system with the collapse of the Soviet Union, and have by-and-large been dominated by the United States and its major Western and Asian allies since. Status quo forces collectively are comfortable with their dominant role in dictating the terms of international security outcomes and resist the emergence of rival centers of power and authority.

Revisionist forces benefit from the same basic international order but believe they have a rightful place at the table in the negotiation and determination of the precise terms of that order going forward. In short, they seek a new distribution of power and authority commensurate with their emergence as legitimate rivals to U.S. dominance. In
the current environment, Russia and China are the most obvious examples of revisionist powers. Both are engaged in a deliberate program to demonstrate the limits of U.S. authority, will, reach, influence, and impact.\textsuperscript{26} According to \textit{Outplayed}, “[R]evisionists advocate and agitate for a more favorable redistribution of influence and authority . . . and demonstrate a willingness to act with purpose and volition to achieve it.”\textsuperscript{27}

Revolutionary forces are neither the products of, nor are they satisfied with, the contemporary order. They lie outside for a variety of political, cultural, and historical reasons. At a minimum, they intend to destroy the reach of the U.S.-led order into what they perceive to be their legitimate sphere of influence. They are also resolved to replace that order locally with a new rule set dictated by them. Iran and North Korea may be seen as the best current examples of revolutionary forces in action.

Rejectionist forces offer very little in the way of legitimate political alternatives. Rejectionism is just as it sounds—the outright violent or disruptive rejection of legitimate political authority regardless of who happens to exercise it. Rejectionists seek to destroy formal sources of political power, especially those perceived to represent existential threats to their freedom of action.

Of all the forces at play, the rejectionists are largely represented by various nonstate, sub-state, and transnational entities and movements that pray on the current vulnerability or rejection of contemporary political convention and tradition.\textsuperscript{28} They free-ride on hyperconnectivity to mobilize adherents around radical, criminal, or fundamentally unconventional sources of inspiration, and their reach is increasingly limited only by the number of disaffected willing to listen to and act on their various messages. Again, according to \textit{Outplayed}:

\begin{quote}
[Rejectionists] are largely destroyers not builders. . . . They self-identify as profoundly aggrieved, denied, or disenfranchised. Rejectionists are keen to confront what they perceive to be the unfair and illegitimate exercise of status quo political authority and they are loathe to accept a new, revisionist-led status quo that might also profit at their expense.\textsuperscript{29}
\end{quote}

There are profound defense implications inherent in this important post-primacy characteristic. In sum, DoD tends to target known revisionist, rejectionist, and revolutionary actors and forces before coming to terms with what appears to be a more inexorable and fundamental change in the international security environment. Where U.S. strategists tend to see the need to bandage individual wounds, others see multiple organ failure and an associated requirement for a more radical and comprehensive treatment plan. Paraphrasing one senior review group (SRG) member, it is difficult to administer an essential 25-year course of antibiotics when consequential defense decisions are made four or eight years at a time.\textsuperscript{30} The collision of the four competitive forces is changing the origin and character of defense-relevant hazards and, thus, the conceptual and material defense responses to them.

The study team concluded that the status quo that virtually all U.S. strategy rests on is, in fact, an artifact of a prior era. It lingers precisely because it comports well with the U.S. self-image of a matchless global leader. In reality, it is an increasingly flawed foundation for forward-looking defense strategy and risk assessment under post-primacy conditions.
Current defense bias and convention are products of this flawed foundation and draw inspiration from an era where U.S. reach and influence were far less tenuous than they are today. The new reality sees senior American defense and military leaders having to work harder to secure at-risk objectives than at any time in recent memory.

A final implication rests in the fundamental uncertainty associated with post-primacy. Many states and peoples are operating under a renewed commitment to self-interest over any notions of collective common good. This more Hobbesian worldview makes alliance building and maintenance challenging. Further, to the extent this trend is operative in the United States relative to its relationships with the rest of the world, it will naturally appear more threatening to some and less attractive as a partner to others.

Indeed, the study team concluded that increasing trends toward what the current administration calls “economic nationalism” and its election on the back of a more inward looking brand of populism are themselves sources of pressure on the U.S.-led status quo. If so, then there is a delicate recalibration of enduring defense objectives that would inevitably have to take place in order to effectively gauge contemporary strategic and military risk.

PROLIFERATING COUNTER-U.S. RESISTANCE—HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE FOR THEM, NO FIELD ADVANTAGE FOR US

It may be increasingly apparent to the report’s consumers that the post-primacy case presented thus far is additive and compounding. As the world becomes increasingly connected, it draws the like-minded together while also exposing wide ideological and material fissures between various competitive actors and forces. In the end, three of the four dominant competitive forces at work in the international system are, in effect, militating against the effective maintenance of a U.S. position of influence.

All three have profound implications for defense strategy and risk assessment. And, further, as the United States itself experiences what can only be described as a period of introspection about its role in the world, its vulnerabilities to the predacious behaviors of adaptive adversaries acting with intent, as well as the arbitrary hazards of an extremely complex security environment grow more profound and variegated.

Essentially, senior defense and military leaders, strategists, and planners should recognize that the United States is in an era of persistent competition and conflict with
capable, enervating forces operating at the system, state, transnational, and sub-national levels. These collectively challenge American influence and authority by design, happenstance, accident, and opportunity.

For example, the United States is in direct competition with revisionist great powers like China and Russia who have discovered complicated military and non-military work-arounds to limit U.S. freedom of action, drive up U.S. risk perceptions, and erode American reach. At the same time, mid-level revolutionary powers like Iran and North Korea present the United States with similar complex “gray zone” challenges. These manifest largely on a regional basis as both direct sophisticated military threats, as well as more destabilizing, surreptitious manipulation of fragile political balances within and between vulnerable states and peoples.

As each of these play out and on still other levels, the United States is buffeted by hostile, inhospitable, or uncertain networks, movements, and/or environmental disturbances manifesting as organized and purposeful resistance (e.g., Islamic State of Iraq and Syria [ISIS] and al-Qaeda) on the one hand and leaderless instability (e.g., Arab Spring) on the other. The former threatens core U.S. interests and enduring defense objectives directly, the latter by implication. All are part of a generalized disintegration of traditional authority structures (discussed shortly), fueled, and/or accelerated by hyperconnectivity and the obvious decay and potential failure of the post-Cold War status quo. While the most prominent of these forces currently emanate from the greater Middle East, it would be unwise not to recognize that they will mutate, metastasize, and manifest differently over time. Thus, it is imperative for the creation of an objective-based vice threat-based risk model.

Finally, it is impossible not to recognize the profound atomization of resistance as well. The United States and its population are increasingly exposed to substantial harm and an erosion of security from individuals and small groups of motivated actors, leveraging the confluence of hyperconnectivity, fear, and increased vulnerability to sow disorder and uncertainty. This intensely disorienting and dislocating form of resistance to authority arrives via physical, virtual, and psychological violence and can create effects that appear substantially out of proportion to the origin and physical size or scale of the proximate hazard or threat.

Both [Russia and China], as well as other strategic cultures, envision a more complex continuum of cooperation, competition, collaboration, and conflict. Moreover, many other nations do not organize their government institutions with the same black-and-white military and non-military distinctions as the U.S. maintains.

Without a sophisticated and nuanced approach to strategy and risk assessment, the proliferation, diversification, and atomization of counter-U.S. resistance will overwhelm DoD’s convention and bias. It will expose substantial U.S. military capability to serial “capacity tests” that are bound to either fail or result in substantial losses or costs. The sources, vectors, and types of consequential hazards to enduring defense objectives equate to a persistent home field advantage for U.S. adversaries and “no field advantage”—or ceaseless disadvantage—for the U.S. defense enterprise under virtually all foreseeable contingency circumstances. High-end U.S. military advantage will continue to erode as the United States struggles to translate global reach into local superiority. At the same time, the U.S. homeland, individual American citizens, and U.S. public opinion and perceptions will increasingly become battlefields.
All of this speaks to a need for relentless adaptation to changes in the nature and character of competition and conflict. The degree to which contemporary defense-relevant hazards persistently defy expectations and conventions indicates that there is insufficient dynamism in the contemporary defense outlook.

**RESURGENT GREAT POWER COMPETITION—GO GRAY OR GO HOME**

As discussed earlier, the United States faces new and meaningful opposition from at least two great powers who are bent on revising the contemporary status quo. China and Russia are engaged in purposeful campaign-like activities that are focused on the material reduction of American influence as the principal arbiter of consequential international outcomes. They seek to reorder their position in the existing status quo in ways that—at a minimum—create more favorable circumstances for pursuit of their core objectives. However, a more maximalist perspective sees them pursuing advantage at the direct expense of the United States and its principal Western and Asian allies.

Each possesses substantial conventional and nuclear military capability. Further, each is aggressively pursuing interests in direct contravention of international norms and in ways that are threatening to U.S. and allied interests. Finally, both have adopted complex “gray zone” approaches that to date have vexed U.S. national security and defense leadership.

According to *Outplayed*, these “gray zone” approaches exhibit three common characteristics: hybridity, menace to defense/military convention, and risk confusion. The latter—“risk confusion”—generates paralysis among U.S. defense and national security decision-makers in the face of this kind of opposition. *Outplayed* describes “risk confusion” this way: “threats emerging from the gray zone have a decidedly disruptive effect on strategic risk calculations. Often, the risk associated with action and inaction appears to be equally high and unpalatable.”

Thus, while the United States faces a clear resurgent great power challenge, the nature and character of that challenge is not a mirror image of past—especially Cold War—competition. Contemporary great power antagonism instead occurs principally in the “gray zone” where U.S. adversaries’ substantial military capabilities are sidelined, over the horizon, or only marginally employed, but deter more activist U.S. responses nonetheless. Meanwhile, the principal competition occurs in murkier, less obvious forms of state-based aggression, where “rival states marshal various instruments of influence and intimidation to achieve warlike ends through means and methods falling far short of unambiguous or open provocation and conflict.”

One expert engaged during the research aptly characterized these gray zone approaches as effectively deterring the United States with one set of methods and capabilities while operating against and securing objectives at the expense of the United States using wholly different methods and capabilities. While this is true, the persistent threat of escalation and the ability of both the Chinese and Russians to generate—at a minimum—niche local advantage vis-à-vis U.S. and allied forces can create paralyzing risk dilemmas for U.S. decision-makers when confronted with their activist gray zone approaches. As one expert working group (EWG) member observed with respect to the Russians in particular, their approach is to “escalate to de-escalate.” The implied
consequence is “risk confusion,” whereby future objectives-based risk assessment must account for this form of new-age great power rivalry where military capabilities and force are important, but insufficient components of effective competition.

Accordingly, the study team concluded that the United States must “go gray or go home” in defense strategy development and risk calculation. Gray zone challenges manifest as more than military threats. Indeed, the military component of gray zone threats is often the subtle menace of unacceptable cost delivered from “sanctuary” over the horizon. Nonetheless, there are very real military and security components of effective counter-gray zone activities or campaigns. Moreover, these are likely best understood and designed within the context of defense and military strategy.

The gray zone challenge is widely recognized in defense and military circles. Furthermore, it has to date proven widely effective against traditional U.S. approaches to military competition. In short, U.S./partner responses to gray zone threats are to date woefully inadequate.

A more sophisticated understanding of the creeping damage associated with inaction in the face of gray zone competition will enable more coherent U.S. and partner responses to it. While the ultimate answer lies across instruments of national power and not with U.S. and allied militaries alone, it is likely that defense and military strategy and concepts will need to lead others to join into a more unified approach.

DISSOLUTION OF POLITICAL COHESION AND IDENTITY—PERSISTENT CONFLICT 2.0 WHILE “WRESTLING ON QUICKSAND”

As the United States and its foreign partners adapted to a war with Islamic extremists in the aftermath of 9/11, and as insurgencies raged in Iraq and Afghanistan, the term “persistent conflict” or “an era of persistent conflict” grew popular in Pentagon lexicon. At the time, that phrase had a very particular meaning. It implied that the United States had entered an era where peace as it was previously conceived of—the complete absence of violent conflict—would no longer be the norm.

The logic held that instead the United States faced a protracted war against irregular forces and actors who were inspired by perversion of a legitimate religious ideology to pursue destructive political ends. Employing the language of this and the previous “gray zone” report, they were rejectionists, seeking to destroy a status quo order that they perceived as illegitimate and oppressive.

The United States and its partners had indeed entered an era of persistent conflict. A survey of U.S. military commitments around the world still largely mirrors the perceived sources of extremist violence that came home to visit horror on the United States 16 years ago. However, the fight to contain or manage the Islamic extremist threat is no longer the only branch of persistent conflict confronting activist great powers like the United States today.

First and following the logic outlined thus far, all states and traditional political authority structures are under increasing pressure from endogenous and exogenous forces. The sources of that pressure are undermining the effective or legitimate exercise

The fracturing of the post-Cold War global system is accompanied by the internal fraying in the political, social, and economic fabric of practically all states.
of political power worldwide. Sources of pressure include aspects of all of the aforementioned post-primacy characteristics including hyperconnectivity, the weaponization of information and disinformation, rapid deterioration of the post-Cold War status quo, the proliferation and diversification of meaningful resistance, the emergence of gray zone methods, and the rise of distributed sources of allegiance and identity. Paraphrasing one SRG member, some are fighting globalization and globalization is also actively fighting back. Combined, all of these forces are rending at the fabric of security and stable governance that all states aspire to and rely on for survival.

The United States is not immune in this regard. Moreover, while weak states may be particularly vulnerable to acute disruption as a result of the dissolution of political cohesion, the United States and its partners are vulnerable to a greater or lesser extent as well. So too are the United States’ principal rivals.

The defense implications of this trend are clear. First, employing language originally introduced in Outplayed, all states great and small are increasingly “wrestling on quicksand.” In sum, the nexus of hyperconnectivity, distributed sources of identity and allegiance, profound discontent, and political factionalism are merging with access to the means of meaningful resistance, harm, and disruption to dangerous effect. Therefore, while the United States and China compete for Pacific primacy, for example, they do so on a less stable political foundation than in the past. Moreover, this reality holds for virtually all states regardless of their inherent stability, political orientation, external alignment, or foreign activism.

Second, senior U.S. defense and military leaders should recognize that they have entered a period of “Persistent Conflict 2.0.” The new post-primacy era of constant competition and conflict will witness meaningful struggles for political power and primacy occurring simultaneously at multiple levels between, within, and across states. Consequential conflict will no longer be confined to wars between states or between large rival constituencies within states. Instead, it will transcend boundaries, emerge from widely diverse motivations; persist on the back of inconvenient, incorrect, toxic, or perilous information; and finally, it will be waged with an unbounded and diverse tool set that will persistently defy conventional security wisdom. Warning of its onset will often be ambiguous or unrecognizable until hostilities are well-underway as well.

Finally, Persistent Conflict 2.0 will see states “at war” or in dispute with each other while motivated constituencies within the same states contest both the political authority of rival groups and the central government at the same time. Furthermore, like-minded, geographically distributed resistance will emerge via virtual mobilization to further contest traditional authority by employing and liberally mixing violence, disruption, and destruction under no central or formal command and control.

As the Pentagon contemplates future strategy and risk, it will need to come to terms with a generalized erosion or dissolution of traditional authority structures. To date, U.S. strategists have been fixated on this trend in the greater Middle East. However, the same forces at work there are similarly eroding the reach and authority of governments worldwide.

In light of this report’s articulation of enduring defense objectives and the characteristics of the post-primacy decision-making environment, the forthcoming section outlines a new risk concept, organized around four governing principles: diver-
sity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation. This new risk perspective starts with the identification of a principal risk portfolio against which DoD evaluates its capability, capacity, and agility to secure at-risk defense objectives.
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ASSESSING AND COMMUNICATING RISK
VI. A POST-PRIMACY RISK CONCEPT:
DIVERSITY, DYNAMISM, PERSISTENT DIALOGUE,
AND ADAPTATION

In the emerging global landscape, rife with surprise and discontinuity, the states and organizations must able to exploit ... opportunities will be those that are resilient, enabling them to adapt to changing conditions, persevere in the face of unexpected adversity, and take actions to recover quickly. They will invest in infrastructure, knowledge, and relationships that allow them to manage shock.¹

CRITICAL UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

This report has been clear from the outset. It is not a direct critique of existing risk judgments. Rather, it offers alternative perspectives on strategic and military risk considerations likeliest to impact the success of the Department of Defense (DoD) in securing enduring defense objectives. Further, the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study team deliberately avoided offering an alternative formal risk assessment framework, construct, or checklist. Frankly, the team judged this to be both unhelpful in the current environment, as well as exceeding the team’s time and resource constraints.

Instead, the study offers senior DoD leadership an alternative post-primacy risk concept. This concept is intended to provide senior defense and military leadership with a fresh start point from which to begin a more fulsome post-primacy risk discourse. In effect, the report suggests that risk identification and assessment are all part of a persistent, well-structured, strategy-focused discussion at the highest levels of DoD decision-making.

The new concept accounts for risk on two important axes. The first is the vertical axis or the continuum linking strategic and military risk. The former—strategic risk—renders top-down judgments on the legitimacy or accuracy of DoD’s overall focus or azimuth, embodied in what this study calls DoD’s principal risk portfolio. The latter—military risk—is the more practiced bottom-up assessment of DoD’s capability and capacity to succeed at an acceptable price point in performing the aggregate or discrete demands captured in the same portfolio. The portfolio was introduced previously in Section III and is described in great detail next.

The second horizontal access is also a continuum. It also considers DoD risks at the same two levels of analysis (strategic and military). However, it does so over time; from now through some agreed-upon future aim point. This axis runs horizontally from operational risk to future challenges risk. In defense parlance, operational risk is an informed judgment on DoD’s ability to “fight (or respond effectively) tonight” or more

---

This study identified four governing principles for post-primacy risk assessment—Diversity, Dynamism, Persistent Dialogue, and Adaptation:

- Diversity in the hazards and responses considered;
- Acknowledgment of the inherent dynamism of DoD’s contemporary decision-making environment;
- Persistent high-level dialogue on risk and risk management; and finally,
- A commitment to risk-based defense adaptation as a by-product of that persistent dialogue.
accurately in the near-term (essentially, 0 to 5 years), whereas future challenges risk renders similar judgments about the likelihood of failure or excessive cost, but against a set of postulated future demands (in the context of this study, out to 10 years). For its part, the study found no reason to alter the labels DoD uses for the terminal ends of either axis. It does offer, however, a different perspective on the strategic and military levels of analysis, as well as the conceptual dead space currently lying along both axes. There are, after all, critical unanswered questions associated with this dead space in DoD’s current risk assessment conventions.

When and how, for example, does operational risk transition into future challenges risk? Further, if strategic risk is about the basic direction of DoD, are there better indicators of prospective failure or excessive cost (that can be detected earlier) other than the sudden emergence of disastrous strategic surprise or shock? Likewise, if traditional military threats posed by China, Russia, Iran, or North Korea drive contemporary risk assessment, how does DoD meaningfully explore the risk associated with very real demands likely to emerge from other sources? Finally, if post-primacy hazards to enduring defense objectives emerge at the strategic and military levels of analysis in ways and at speeds that outplay and outpace DoD’s capability, capacity, and agility, how does DoD retool risk assessment to account for its obvious challenges in keeping up?

In the end, the study team concluded that the new concept offered herein provides a number of salient considerations that are applicable to making effective risk judgments along either the strategic/military or operational/future challenges axes. Further, the study team would suggest that the report helps clarify the dead space and the unanswered questions outlined in this section.

TWO CERTAINTIES

The new post-primacy risk concept offered here is specifically intended to address what the study team believes are yawning gaps in contemporary risk identification and assessment. It proceeds from two basic certainties the team found operative at every level or point of analysis.

The first certainty is the study’s unshakeable recognition that risk does not exist in a vacuum. Moreover, it certainly does not exist in a sterile, highly-controlled and predictable environment. On the first point, what commonly passes now for risk in many public and private sector planning environments is in fact simply some raw expression of hazards or unfavorable developments that may emerge from the environment. Hazards in the absence of meaningful institutional objectives, possible response demands or courses of action, and organizational priorities are not by themselves an indication of risk.

The latter point is simple acknowledgement of the diverse and dynamic hazard and demand environment DoD confronts every day. Every action—red, black, gray, green, or blue—changes conditions and alters the decision-making landscape for DoD senior leadership. Consequently, risk and risk assessment need to be agile concepts that account for and keep pace with persistent change in strategic conditions.
The second certainty holds that risk identification and assessment should be the products of uncomplicated, but at the same time not unsophisticated, frames of reference. In short, any new risk concept needs to be both widely consumable across a broad community of influential stakeholders in and out of the Pentagon, while still adequately elastic and adaptable enough to account for a strategic environment that is far more complex and dynamic than that faced by DoD in either the immediate post-Cold War or post-9/11 periods.

FOUR GOVERNING PRINCIPLES OF POST-PRIMACY RISK ASSESSMENT

The study recommends a simple parsimonious approach to both strategic and military risk, employing four basic governing principles (see Figure VI-1). The first is diversity in the hazards and associated defense demands considered in risk assessment by senior leaders. The second is recognition of the inherent dynamism in the character, importance, and urgency of DoD’s current and projected capability, capacity, and organizational agility to respond to a fluid decision-making environment. The third concept—persistent dialogue—specifically encourages senior defense leadership to engage in a deliberate, sophisticated, and structured discussion to account for and adapt to the aforementioned diverse and dynamic aspects of the decision-making environment. A fourth and final concept is a commitment to constant risk-based adaptation. This includes routine risk choices like avoidance, acceptance, transfer, and mitigation. However, in light of the velocity of change in the post-primacy environment, current conceptions of these ideas may be too conservative. In short, the era of marginal or incremental adjustment may be void under many post-primacy circumstances.

Figure VI-1. Four Governing Principles of Post Primacy Risk.

As was suggested above, DoD faces a daunting collection of diverse and dynamic challenges that do not always conform well to extant U.S./partner defense convention. These challenges are also changing or metastasizing well within the turning radius of
traditional U.S./partner defense and national security bureaucracies.\textsuperscript{4} Thus, adaptation—as conceived here—includes risk avoidance, acceptance, transfer, and mitigation. However, it further hints at the requirement for more radical enterprise-level innovation, as well when risk judgments warrant it. Given the evolution—or more accurately revolution and devolution—in international security conditions, more fundamental risk-driven adaptation may be essential to restore or maintain U.S. competitive advantages, freedom of action, and strategic options.

DIVERSITY AND DYNAMISM—THE PRINCIPAL RISK PORTFOLIO

The most obvious exemplar of this study’s belief in a new, more adaptable post-primacy risk concept is the idea of a principal risk portfolio. Through the course of the research effort, the USAWC study team concluded that the aperture through which DoD identified risk was too narrow. Instead of a thoroughgoing survey of the consequential hazards paired to enduring defense objectives, DoD currently opts for a simple five hazard construction against which it forges global strategy and assesses the risk associated with that strategy’s successful prosecution. Because current strategy and risk assessment are firmly pegged exclusively to near-term traditional military threats, they leave a conceptual space between, above, and below these hazards. Moreover, this space is the likeliest source of near-, mid-, and long-term surprise, shock, failure, and prohibitive cost.

While surge demand was or is the coin of the realm in risk assessment, current defense convention limits the concept of surge to its most conservative interpretations. Current surge considerations for DoD largely revolve around the major commitment of U.S. capabilities in high-end combined arms warfighting, as well as in support of the contemporary counterterrorism challenge. Note that DoD captures the five hazards in a strategy, planning, and risk assessment tool or model commonly identified as the “4 plus 1.”\textsuperscript{5}

The “4 plus 1” is a traditional threat-based construction of defense priorities, grounded in post-9/11 realism. It is a living embodiment of corporate convention and bias. The “4,” for example, predictably represent the traditional military hazards and U.S. responses to China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea. The “1,” on the other hand, captures both the hazards and defense responsibilities having to do with violent Islamic extremism.

Both the study team and the vast majority of those stakeholders engaged over the course of the research effort found the “4 plus 1” construction to be an inadequate instrument for identifying compelling risks at the strategic and military levels of analysis. Instead, with the near-consensus support of risk-interested stakeholders and analysts, this study found that the pacing concept for fulsome strategic and military risk begins with an examination of the relationship between the contemporary decision-making environment, at-risk enduring defense objectives (embedded in a coherent defense strategy), the most compelling hazards to those objectives emerging from the environment, and the surge demands associated with securing or defending those at-risk objectives. A short-hand description of this would be an objective-based vice threat-based approach to risk assessment.
The team concluded that identification of the generic defense demands tied directly to the security of enduring defense objectives was the first critical component of a new, more diverse and dynamic risk and risk assessment concept. **Diversity** in the consideration of hazards and responses must by definition stretch conventional wisdom and inherent defense bias. Thus, the principle of a more diverse risk assessment process argues against measuring and remeasuring the “known knowns” alone on a cyclical basis.\(^6\) From the study team’s vantage point, this appears to be the current norm. The trite truism that DoD has a perfect record in its failure to predict the next major conflict or contingency is inspiration enough to widen the risk aperture to account for a broader set of demands than current risk convention entertains.\(^7\)

This was in fact one of the earliest insights to emerge from the study team’s work. The team determined that it would employ the concepts of **importance** and **urgency** first to identify pacing defense demands that should be included in a new principal risk portfolio. The team concluded that the principal risk portfolio should include all surge demands (and associated capabilities and capacity) essential to securing DoD’s enduring defense objectives over the next decade. Doing so ensures that senior leaders have the most complete risk picture to inform their major strategic choices.

As was outlined in Section III, **importance** implies judgments as to an individual demand’s criticality to the defense or security of one or more at-risk enduring defense objectives. It marries current Pentagon conceptions of “strength of interest” and measurable adverse “consequences.”\(^8\) The most important surge demands are those that have the greatest material impact on either the most significant and/or the greatest number of enduring defense objectives. Senior leader judgements on **importance** answer the simple question: “Where does this demand sit in priority in relation to other significant defense responsibilities?”

**Urgency**, on the other hand, involves judgments on the extent and timing of required action. It is fundamentally informed or shaped by high-level perspectives on the need or pressure to employ or prepare for a specific surge demand. The most urgent demands require action now to actively meet specific contingency requirements or address dangerous future vulnerabilities that will manifest in profoundly consequential ways.

At its core, **urgency** involves time-dependent judgments related to when senior leadership believe a particular demand will be either most operative or most vulnerable to failure or fatal weakness. Again, employing some common Pentagon risk language, **urgency** is the marriage of a hazard’s likelihood with the velocity of its emergence, its rate of change or adaptation, and the perceived time senior U.S. leaders have to respond to it effectively.

Again, while Section III introduces the basics of the principal risk portfolio, additional key insights about it bear repeating here. For example, in addition to **importance** and **urgency**, construction of and insights related to the principal risk portfolio rely on senior-level judgments in two further areas. These are **capability/capacity**, and **agility**.

The former—**capability/capacity**—involves judgments on the degree to which the U.S. defense enterprise is or is not missioned, manned, equipped (conceptually and materially), and postured to meet identified surge demands. It is in short an aggregate judgment on near-, mid-, and long-term readiness for the specific demands articulated in the principal risk portfolio. The **capability** side of this single consideration ponders the
question: “Are we materially and conceptually ready for this type of demand?” Considerations of capacity, on the other hand, involve judgments on an anticipated demand’s scope, scale, and duration matched against the postulated extent or limits of anticipated U.S. responses (e.g., breadth, depth, and endurance of U.S. forces and capabilities). With respect to capacity, the more operative questions are: “Are we ready for demands of this size and, if so, for how long?”

The last concept—agility—involves senior-level judgments on the degree to which DoD can or is anticipated to be able to flex resources, innovate, and adapt to the unique requirements of a particular demand, whether or not pre-existing capability/capacity is present. Agility is more than the ability to swing resources to new challenges. Instead, it is in fact an aggregate view of DoD’s ability to both redirect resources and adapt strategy, plans, capabilities, and concepts to meet unanticipated or under-anticipated demands. The critical question on the subject of agility is: “Are DoD’s human and material resources deft enough to adjust to relatively sudden or unexpected changes in defense priorities within and from outside the principal risk portfolio?”

Side-by-side comparison of these four characteristics as they relate to the portfolio and specific manifestations of defense demand assist senior leadership in identifying obvious U.S./partner strengths, potential vulnerabilities, as well as particularly salient points of strategic uncertainty. The next section of this study outlines an illustration of the principal risk portfolio in practice in order to demonstrate these points.

THE PRINCIPAL RISK PORTFOLIO IN PRACTICE

The authors suggest that the principal risk portfolio provides DoD strategy and risk assessment with an aim point that more realistically and meaningfully represents the inherent diversity and dynamism of 21st-century defense demand. The study’s emphasis on identifying unique demands and employing them in a portfolio approach to risk assessment argues against pacing DoD strategy and risk assessment to confront either specific near-term threats or one to two archetypal military demands (e.g., major theater war and counterterrorism). Neither approach effectively encourages the requisite degree of institutional adaptation essential to confront post-primacy conditions.

Further, the team would argue that the latter two perspectives hazard missing the sudden or unexpected onset of either an entirely different set of important and/or urgent demands or unexpected, radical reordering of defense priorities. Both could overwhelm DoD’s response capability, capacity, and agility.

Risk assessment in relation to specific near-term military demands is already embedded in the annual process of risk assessment currently led by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS).9 The process likely should remain intact, as it is currently an adequate measure of near-term military readiness. However, it likely should not be the final determinant of enterprise-level strategic and military risk. This report argues for a more fulsome and persistent near-, mid-, and long-term corporate risk assessment dialogue that looks at the two key axes of strategic/military and operational/future challenges risk and is based on an objectives-driven portfolio approach. In the study team’s view, this approach will render clearer risk insights for DoD with respect to contending with and balancing immediate requirements while deliberately adapting overtime to evolutionary and revolutionary future demands.
Construction of the illustrative principal risk portfolio began with an analysis of the national security and defense strategy policy dating back to the first Bush administration. This effort resulted in identification of the enduring defense objectives already referenced throughout the report. As was pointed out in Section III and IV, the report’s consumers will recognize the objectives as fairly consistent 25-year features of U.S. policy and strategy.

The next step saw the study team identify the dominant features of DoD’s 10-year decision-making environment, as well as that environment’s current and forecasted hazards. In addition, as the project was getting underway and to gain insights on what important and urgent contemporary demand looked like, the study team surveyed a broad cross-section of DoD and defense analysis professionals to determine their “top five” potential surge demands over the next decade. A graphic depiction of the results of that survey and the associated demands can be found in Appendix I of this report.

As expected, this effort generated a sizable list of plausible defense-relevant concerns. Many reflected the specific responsibilities of the respondents. However, all consistently communicated hazards presenting meaningful challenges to enduring defense objectives.

Acknowledging that it was both unnecessary and impossible to develop and sustain capabilities and capacity targeted at each individual concern, the study team synthesized the various responses, contextualized them within the posited decision-making environment, compared them to the proposed set of enduring defense objectives, and binned them into common demand typologies. That process yielded eight illustrative 10-year surge demands. Together, these eight pacing demands comprise the study’s illustrative principal risk portfolio, they include:

- Strategic Deterrence and Defense;
- Gray Zone/Counter-Gray Zone;
- Access/Anti-Access;
- Major Combat;
- Distributed Security;
- Influence and Counter-Influence;
- Counter-Network; and,
- Humanitarian Assistance and Consequence Management.

Table VI-1 provides a working description of each surge demand.

The team believes these eight demands (or something like them), combined into a portfolio of prioritized defense concerns, should be a start point for pacing DoD strategy and risk assessment over the next decade. Persistent risk assessment may see pacing demands rise and fall in priority or be supplanted by new important and urgent requirements. Thus, the team suggests these begin but do not end a more fulsome 21st-century risk dialogue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustrative Surge Demand</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Deterrence and Defense</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with securing the air, sea, space, maritime and cyber sovereignty of the United States and deterring or defeating aggression against the United States with weapons of mass destruction (most prominently nuclear weapons).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gray Zone/Counter-Gray Zone</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with employing or defeating “gray zone” approaches to competition and conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access/Anti-Access</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with gaining and maintaining access to contested space or denying access to the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major Combat</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with large-scale employment of traditional combined arms capability against a competitor’s traditional military forces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distributed Security</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with defeating irregular adversaries and/or “gaining control over and securing geography, infrastructure, populations, or dangerous military capabilities threatened by . . . disorder.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Influence/Counter-Influence</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with employing or countering non-lethal information-based assets to achieve distinct politico-security outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counter-Network</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with “systematically disrupting or dismantling hostile nonstate networks.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humanitarian Assistance and Consequence Management</strong></td>
<td>Military activities, operations, or campaigns associated with “temporarily relieving human suffering, providing basic public goods, and helping offset immediate threats to public safety and health in the wake of catastrophe or domestic disasters.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI-1. Illustrative 10-Year Surge Demands and Their Descriptions.
The eight demands do not represent the sum total of activity in specific military operations or campaigns but, rather, their prevailing character. For example, there may be significant high-intensity combat in a future “distributed security” scenario. Nonetheless, its overall character remains defeating irregular adversaries and/or “gaining control over and securing geography, infrastructure, populations, or dangerous military capabilities threatened by foreign disorder.” Further, Russian aggression toward NATO-member states, Iranian regional hybrid warfare activities, and China’s campaign to expand its control over the South China Sea all exemplify physiognomies of gray zone operations and attendant American responsibility for developing effective gray zone counters to them.

As suggested, the surge demands are evaluated within the portfolio in light of four key concepts—importance, urgency, capability/capacity, and finally, perceived U.S./partner agility. While the portfolio is perceived as inclusive of all the demands necessary to secure at-risk enduring defense objectives, the demands of most concern to senior leaders should be those exhibiting considerable asymmetry between urgency and importance on the one hand and capability, capacity, and agility on the other.

All of the demands that made the initial cut for this illustrative portfolio are considered important and urgent in gross terms. However, that initial cut then requires a more thorough assessment of both importance and urgency compared to one another, as well as DoD’s inherent capability, capacity, and agility to deal with each in the most appropriate and effective manner possible. Some demands therefore are important but less urgent. Some are urgent but less important. Finally, some might be very important and urgent, but are substantially lacking the capability, capacity, or agility essential to meeting their unique requirements and successfully securing enduring defense objectives.

Figure VI-2 represents this report’s illustrative portfolio and relevant study team judgments on importance, urgency, capability/capacity, and agility. It is intended to demonstrate the utility of the portfolio approach. A simple thought exercise demonstrates the point.

Note that “Major Combat” is identified as among the most important challenges depicted, yet it is also considered only moderately urgent. Further, it also boasts significant pre-existing capability and capacity but, from the study team’s perspective, benefits from only moderate agility. Likewise, in the study team’s judgment, “Gray Zone/Counter-Gray Zone” is considered very important and urgent, but nonetheless exhibits significant shortcomings in both capability/capacity and agility. The portfolio and senior judgments on importance, urgency, capability/capacity, and agility generate significant risk insights by themselves.

The study team suggests that use of a decision tool like the principal risk portfolio offers senior defense leaders with opportunities for a more frank, candid, and straightforward appreciation of the range or diversity of important and urgent 21st-century defense demands. Indeed, one senior review group (SRG) participant suggested the portfolio by itself would be immensely useful for structuring senior-level risk discussions. The portfolio further enables meaningful consideration by DoD’s leadership of how both hazards and their associated demands can and will change over time. More on this subject follows in the next few sections.
The study team argues that the portfolio approach forces consideration of a much more representative sample of near-, mid-, and long-term defense requirements. It further provides senior leadership with an adaptable tool that enables a meaningful risk-based discussion of both DoD’s principal focus and azimuth (strategic risk), as well as its near-, mid-, and long-term readiness for discrete military demands (military risk). Anything less invites significant “hidden risk.”

**Figure VI-2. Illustrative Principal Risk Portfolio.**

**CHANGE AS CONSTANT: DYNAMISM IN THE NATURE OF HAZARD AND RESPONSE**

**Dynamism** is naturally embedded in the principal risk portfolio concept. Yet, a separate detailed discussion of dynamism as a foundational concept for future DoD risk assessment is warranted here.

Over the course of the study effort, the team found that most risk assessments were static snapshots in time. Current assessments of operational risk, for example, only tell senior leadership about the near-term hazards associated with particular plans. This study suggests that the likelihood of DoD being asked to unexpectedly go “off-script” remains very high. This is particularly true in light of the five characteristics of the post-primacy environment outlined in Section V. Therefore, a
constant search for change in strategic circumstances must be a bedrock of meaningful 21st-century risk assessment.

In a word, the environment is marked by a degree of dynamism that now certainly outpaces the evaluative and decision-making capability of extant military bureaucracy. In short, DoD is a mid-20th-century institution struggling to keep pace with devolution of the post-Cold War status quo and a security environment defined by diverse and dynamic challenges prone to both metastasis and metamorphosis.

Both the dead space between military/strategic and operational/future challenges risk, as well as the inherent dynamism or movement of hazards and responses up and down the scales of urgency and importance, are for the most part lost in the current art of DoD risk assessment. If one accepts the principal risk portfolio as an organizing approach, it too could be prone to harbor miscalculation unless DoD commits to a persistent program of risk assessment that constantly monitors changes in strategic circumstances and adjusts risk judgments accordingly.

Thus, this study concludes that recognition of the inherent dynamism or change in the type or character of hazards requiring surges in DoD demand over time is an essential standard for effective risk calculation. Likewise, the study team acknowledges that there is substantial dynamism in U.S./partner capability, capacity, and readiness over time as well. Therefore, to the extent possible, senior DoD leadership must maintain an unblinking eye on the constant change occurring on all sides of the contemporary defense equation.

**PERSISTENT DIALOGUE: SIX CRITICAL RISK CONSIDERATIONS**

In consultation with key stakeholders, as well as the expert working group (EWG) and SRG, the USAWC study team concluded that wherever a contemporary DoD risk convention or concept was evident, it was in fact too mechanical or formulaic to yield practical or meaningful post-primacy insights over the near-, mid-, and long-term. Further, it may be less useful in gauging the overall orientation and direction of DoD strategy and planning over the same time horizon. According to one veteran service representative participating in the study’s EWG, “Americans will always try to apply method to art. Assessing strategic and military risk will defy method and quantification.” In brief, current convention likely does not fully examine risk along the two critical axes identified in this report—military/strategic and operational/future challenges.

As argued, the Chairman’s Risk Assessment (CRA) is a useful process for examining the risks associated with the known knowns of current theater-level plans. However, it is likely a less effective tool for gauging the near-, mid-, and long-term evolution in defense hazards that invariably interrupt the rhythm of contemporary defense and military convention. Accepting that diversity and dynamism are the first two governing principles for post-primacy risk assessment, this study found that the most effective route to meaningful strategic and military risk insights at the enterprise-level runs through a third governing concept involving persistent, structured, and strategy-focused dialogue among DoD’s senior leadership.
Indeed, both the focus and persistence of this dialogue on the most important aspects of defense strategy make it the centerpiece of any post-primacy risk assessment concept.

According to an unpublished paper by U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), “Periodic assessments of risk are insufficient; risk management must be embedded in routine organizational processes and requires senior leader involvement.”

The dialogue begins with a clear understanding of the principal risk portfolio, as well as an appreciation for how it and important and urgent objectives and hazards might evolve over time. The portfolio is the fruit of a deeper understanding of the relationship between at-risk enduring defense objectives, consequential hazards, prospective surge defense demands, and the defense priorities they all suggest. After identifying the portfolio and its constituent demands, the next natural step in corporate risk assessment must be a persistent enterprise-level dialogue focused on a finite set of core considerations. These considerations address key near-, mid-, and long-term questions revolving around issues including but not limited to:

- The ability of DoD to attend to multiple simultaneous demands;
- Future demands around which a capability or capacity have yet to mature;
- Demands whose environmental change vector indicates that our current capability/capacity may be insufficient given circumstances; or finally,
- Anticipated demands where U.S. advantage or leverage is in doubt.

Given the hyper-competitive nature of DoD’s contemporary decision-making environment, there is a single dominant risk consideration for senior defense leadership in this dialogue. It is the degree or extent of leverage or advantage that U.S. decision-makers hold over either the environment overall or specific defense-relevant strategic circumstances or challenges they anticipate confronting. The dialogue should involve a 360-degree discussion involving red, blue, green, gray, and black considerations. According to Mackenzie Eaglen of the American Enterprise Institute, risk is all about this leverage or what she describes as “military balance”:

[M]ilitary risk includes the length of time it takes to win; the number of casualties [expected]; outright mission failure, and a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the military balance [or leverage] relative to our enemy . . . A holistic appreciation of strategic risk should also include . . . a heavy emphasis on the relative military balance [or leverage] over time.25

The study identified six other important considerations for senior DoD leadership as they assess their relative leverage or advantage in the context of a new or adapted post-primacy risk concept. Combined with leverage or advantage the following six considerations draw insights from the diversity and dynamism of the principal risk portfolio and are building blocks of the very kind of persistent, structured strategy-focused risk assessment concept demanded by a decision-making environment fraught with constant, consequential change.

The first consideration is a meaningful discussion of the nature, clarity, and origin of near-, mid-, and long-term defense challenges and their relationship to current U.S./partner conventions, strategy, plans, and priorities. Success here hinges on honest self-appraisal at senior levels of DoD about its corporate understanding of and response to high-level evolution or revolution in the defense and security landscape over
time. It asks and answers foundational questions about trends in the environment like those outlined in Section V. This consideration addresses the principal orientation and primary motives of defense strategy both as a whole and in its more basic components. Insights derived here would be more fulsome if combined with similar perspectives from sister ministries of defense and defense-interested quarters of the U.S. Government (e.g., the White House, the Departments of State and Homeland Security, and the intelligence community).

A second critical consideration is deep understanding of the residual or hidden risks impacting defense challenges and prior U.S/partner approaches to mitigating, accepting, transferring, or avoiding them. This study’s 9-month survey of defense communities of interest and practice (including the EWG and SRG) found risk to be a compounding quality in defense and military affairs. Nonetheless, there was rarely any retrospective appraisal within DoD of how past risk accumulated to create hidden or under-appreciated military- or strategic-level peril. According one senior service leader, “We don’t know how much risk we are carrying” at any given time. Consequently, this latent risk is rarely accounted for in strategy development and strategic forecasting or planning.

The character, complexity, rate of change, and endurance of defense challenges and perceived U.S/partner competency, anticipation, adaptability, depth, and resilience account for the same. This third key consideration in a persistent, well-structured dialogue on corporate-level risk draws on the insights of the previous two. It seeks to help DoD understand how the institution, its components, and its principal allies and partners anticipate and respond to change in strategic circumstances. It answers very basic questions about how well the U.S. defense instrument is prepared to succeed in the face of an environment prone to persistent metamorphosis and metastasis. It asks senior-level defense and military leadership to persistently and honestly appraise DoD’s fitness for a diverse and dynamic demand portfolio and the likelihood that uncertainty (with its propensity for surprise and shock) is the only certainty in contemporary defense strategy and planning.

The fourth and fifth considerations are tightly connected. The fourth is the scope, scale, and diversity of defense challenges and presumed U.S/partner capacity to absorb their attendant requirements. The fifth consideration is the spatial and temporal sequencing of the defense challenges and presumed U.S/partner responsiveness, reach, and flexibility. They address separate, but nonetheless related questions. In the first instance—scope, scale, and diversity—the issue at hand is: what kind of defense demands and to what extent will they manifest over time? Whereas the latter consideration examines where and when hazards will materialize in the near-, mid-, and long-terms. In response, senior defense and military leadership must assess the degree or extent to which they cover down on the broad front of challenges they may encounter and when and where they should be prepared to reach out to contend with them.

Finally, in light of all the insights gathered in a meaningful risk dialogue, senior defense and military leadership are charged with making overall judgments on existing or prospective U.S/partner defense leverage (or advantage) vis-à-vis defense challenges, as well as identification of available U.S/partner opportunities. The discussion of the
six considerations began with this important idea of advantage or leverage. In the final analysis, determination of the extent to which the United States and its defense instrument exercise leverage or advantage vis-à-vis individual or collective defense hazards is the quintessential question prior to making final risk management judgments. More leverage or demonstrable advantage is obviously better. However, senior defense leadership cannot ignore opportunities or current and future competitive advantages that may in fact reduce or eliminate risk that has not yet fully materialized but is nonetheless anticipated.  

Employment of these basic considerations in a holistic enterprise-level dialogue allows for a high-level, deliberate, and sophisticated appraisal of the near-, mid-, and long-term risks associated with a defense strategy and its implementation over time. Together they are less a checklist and more an agenda. Each individually weighs both exogenous and endogenous conditions to arrive at key insights relative to defense strategy and planning. These insights arm senior defense and military leaders with an uncomplicated but not unsophisticated risk picture against which they can then weigh and make the most important choices at the military and strategic levels of analysis. 

Further, these considerations can be applied against extant military plans or concepts, long operative at the center of DoD’s decision-making. Likewise, they can project U.S./partner risk as it applies to prospective contingency circumstances that are forecasted but currently not well-considered in defense strategy and planning. Finally, they stand ready for rapid employment against true “black swans” that emerge from sudden unanticipated change in strategic conditions.  

ADAPT (OR PERISH?)

A late but critical insight emerging from the USAWC study effort concerned the symbiotic relationship between risk assessment and enterprise-level defense adaptation. The study team discovered a significant concern among key stakeholders is that current DoD risk convention and urgent defense adaptation had in fact become de-linked. Of course, there is some evidence to the contrary. One can argue, for example, that initiatives like the “third offset” or “air-sea battle” are or were risk-driven strategic choices by senior DoD leadership.  

However, given the velocity and nature of change in strategic circumstances, this insight does harbor the potential for profound vulnerability and, therefore, merits significant attention by senior DoD leadership going forward. Inspired by genuine stakeholder concern, the USAWC study team asked and answered a very simple and important question on the subject of risk and adaptation: Does current risk convention encourage effective defense adaptation by being sufficiently comprehensive, agile, and forward-looking? In the end, given the insights generated throughout the research effort, this study concludes that it is not on all counts. And, in response, the study suggests that the principles of diversity, dynamism, and persistent (and sophisticated) dialogue will—if employed aggressively—result in risk insights that at a minimum suggest areas of meaningful adaptation.
Adaptation in this regard is more than just a “buzz word.” It includes effective near-term adjustment to adversary innovation and changes in threat profile. In addition, as importantly and under current post-primacy conditions, it must also be by definition far more forward-leaning and anticipatory. Thus, the types of adaptations implied in risk judgments will range from discrete changes to near-term concepts of operation to and through a more fundamental reordering of future defense priorities, recalibration of important defense capabilities, and re-missioning of military forces.

The study team suggests that a senior-level risk identification and assessment process guided by the four governing principles, outlined earlier, will yield far more significant and ground-breaking insights than current convention might allow. Moreover, consequently, it will inform and drive more effective post-primacy defense strategy and planning. Section VIII describes how defense and military leaders might use the four governing principles and the six critical risk considerations to effectively communicate hazard and response both to themselves and to those outside of DoD most concerned with DoD’s risk-based choices.
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4. This insight was derived from a detailed conversation with working-level Joint Staff strategists at the Pentagon, Washington, DC, February 17, 2017.


Reports that say that something hasn’t happened are always interesting to me, because as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also unknown unknowns—the ones we don’t know we don’t know. And if one looks throughout the history of our country and other free countries, it is the latter category that tend to be the difficult ones.
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10. The study team asked for response to 4 questions: How would you characterize strategic-level “military risk”? What are the principal components of strategic-level “military risk”? What do you perceive to be the Department of Defense’s (DoD) Top 5 “surge” military demands between 2017-2027? and finally, What are the “building blocks” that constitute your view of steady state military demand from 2017-2027?
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17. Ibid., p. IX.
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21. This insight emerged from the expert working group (EWG) discussion that occurred at National Defense University, Washington, DC, November 16, 2016. It was confirmed through multiple interactions with Combatant Command-level stakeholders on January 17, 2017.

22. This insight was provided to the study team via an emailed survey response from an EWG member on August 10, 2017.


26. This quoted insight came from a senior service representative during consultations at the Pentagon, Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.

27. This insight is the product of multiple encounters with defense-interested practitioners and thought leaders throughout the course of the study effort. It was reinforced during consultation with a senior service representative at the Pentagon, Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.

28. See for example T.X. Hammes, “The Future of Conflict,” in R. D. Hooker, Jr., ed., Charting a Course: Strategic Choices for a New Administration, Washington, DC: NDU Press, December 12, 2016, available from ndupress.ndu.edu/Publications/Books/charting-a-course/Article/1026964/chapter-2-the-future-of-conflict/, accessed May 13, 2017. The author asserts that the changing character of war is continuous and demands constant adaptation to the way the United States must prepare for war. He further asserts, “Despite assertions to the contrary, war is not disappearing. If anything, it is increasing in frequency and duration. Armed conflict will remain central to relations among states and nonstate actors.” Another example is offered by Andrew F. Krepinevich, “Alternative Approaches to Defense Strategy,” Senate Armed Services Committee Testimony, October 30, 2015, available from csbaonline.org/research/publications/alternative-approaches-to-defense-strategy/publication, accessed May 13, 2017. The author describes changing U.S. strategy, national security resourcing, and the rise of revisionist powers like Russia, China, and Iran, explaining that, “Together, these developments have greatly increased the scale of the security challenges confronting the United States relative to what they were less than a decade ago.”

29. An EWG member raised and advocated for injecting more positive impacts or competitive advantages into the risk assessment process during deliberations at the National Defense University, Washington, DC, November 5, 2016. The study team agreed and included it here.


31. Insights on adaptation and its central role in missioning the risk assessment process emerged from repeated consultations with representatives of the Joint Staff during multiple engagements in Washington, DC, over the course of the study.

32. This insight was derived from a detailed conversation with working-level Joint Staff strategists at the Pentagon, Washington, DC, February 17, 2017, and was confirmed during consultations with the senior review group at National Defense University, Washington, DC, March 30, 2017.

34. The idea of anticipatory adaptation was highlighted in a written response from one member of the senior review group received via email on March 30, 2017.
VII. COMMUNICATING RISK: A COMMON RISK CURRENCY

Communication has always been an imperfect science, reliant on a common appreciation of the meaning, implication and tone of language being used. Misinterpretation of messages will impact the performance of even the simplest of corporate entities.

Among many objectives, this report attempts to offer senior defense and military leadership a common risk currency — or as Andy Bulgin suggests, a “common appreciation of meaning” — that it might employ to describe, identify, assess, and communicate key risk insights. The currency is meant for use both within the Pentagon, as well as outside of the Department of Defense (DoD) in forums requiring that defense and military leadership communicate effectively with high-impact constituencies most interested in DoD’s risk-based strategic choices. These constituencies include the White House and Capitol Hill, as well as the defense analysis community, opinion-makers, and the broader general public.

This report suggests that wide acceptance of a new common risk currency begins with clear understanding of the principles of diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation across DoD, its service components and agencies, and its functional and theater-level commands. One senior service representative engaged in the course of this study suggested that all involved in the current risk dialogue were “numb” to the subject. This suggests that there needs to be some change not only in how DoD assesses risk but also in how it communicates it, both within and outside of the Pentagon.

This report is largely dedicated to the former. Here the study team briefly addresses the latter. In straightforward terms, the study team suggests the simple parsimonious principles of diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation offer new opportunities for defense senior leaders to communicate meaningful risk insights through an uncomplicated but not unsophisticated construction. Naturally, use of this format must be preceded by clear and unambiguous articulation of enduring defense objectives, important and urgent hazards, surge demands, and adopted or proposed strategic courses of action. These are stage-setting terms of reference for the wider risk discussion that follows.

Preceding articulation of specific risk judgments outside of the Pentagon, defense and military senior leaders should skillfully integrate the foundational terms suggested by this report into all DoD’s communication with defense-focused communities of interest and practice. Once established as a common point of departure, the foundational terms of reference pave the way for a more sophisticated articulation of risk outside of DoD.

Effective external communication starts with diversity and dynamism as seen through the medium of the principal risk portfolio. Post-primacy risk communication employing the portfolio and its four considerations of importance, urgency, capability/capacity, and agility provide risk consumers with an important perspective on the complexity and hazard associated with balancing competing military demands, identifying

Precision of communication is important, more important than ever, in our era of hair trigger balances, when a false or misunderstood word may create as much disaster as a sudden thoughtless act.
trade space that may allow leadership to buy-down or meaningfully address urgent requirements or see risk more clearly in order to accept or ride it out.

The six critical risk considerations captured under **persistent dialogue** described earlier in Section VI are also effective tools for communicating important risk considerations to key decision-makers outside of DoD. They are set up to specifically see an “if that, then this” relationship between specific defense and military actions or choices over the near-, mid-, and long-terms. They purposefully make side-by-side comparisons of red and blue relationships. Moreover, they do so specifically for both DoD and defense-interested senior leadership to understand the consequences of an increasingly diverse and dynamic challenge and response menu.

Finally, the concept of **adaptation** affords DoD senior leadership with a meaningful point of reference against which to focus and articulate the insights derived from examination of the portfolio (**diversity** and **dynamism**), as well as those emerging from DoD’s persistent internal risk-focused **dialogue**. Communicating essential risk-informed **adaptations** to strategy, plans, programs, concepts, and capabilities in the most compelling way requires senior leadership to effectively place those proposed changes in the most appropriate context.

According to a member of the study’s senior review group (SRG), that context is one of “competitive circumstances where there will be winners and losers.” In short, post-primacy will require persistent risk-informed dialogue within DoD that has as its purposes persistent risk-driven defense and military **adaptation**. To the extent DoD senior leadership allows the post-primacy narrative to take hold, focuses risk assessment on adaptation, and frames internal and external communication in the context of succeeding in a hyper-competitive environment, the likelier it is that any significant DoD course corrections will survive scrutiny. Again, drawing on important insights from the study’s SRG, risk communication is “about the story.” The same SRG member concluded that DoD “need[s] to start explaining the story in a more compelling way.”

**ENDNOTES – SECTION VII**


3. This quoted insight came from a senior service representative during consultations at the Pentagon, Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.

4. The principal author of this report had experience in this regard when in the development of the 2005 *National Defense Strategy of the United States of America* (NDS), he and the strategy team began inserting new language and new definitions from the as yet unpublished strategy into reports and dialogues with the interagency and Congress.
5. This quoted reference was made by a senior review group (SRG) member during consultations at National Defense University, Washington, DC, March 30, 2017.


STUDY OUTCOMES
VIII. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The biggest risk is not taking any risk. . . . In a world that’s changing really quickly, the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risk.¹

Between July 2016 and April 2017, 9 months of intensive research and engagement with a wide variety of the Department of Defense (DoD) and defense-interested experts led the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study team to the following four major findings and six associated actionable recommendations on the topic of post-primacy risk identification and assessment. The findings and recommendations are collected in like-types. Thus, multiple findings may be associated with a single recommendation or conversely a single finding may have multiple recommendations connected to it.

The insights here represent the best collective judgment and wisdom of the dozens of important voices engaged in the subjects of strategy development, strategic planning, and risk identification and assessment. The study team recommends that DoD carefully consider their integration into future strategy development and strategic planning processes. This is especially important now as DoD engages in development of a new National Defense Strategy (NDS).

FINDING 1

Contemporary defense strategy development and risk assessment will occur under post-primacy circumstances. In Section V, this study laid out five foundational characteristics of the post-primacy decision-making environment. They included hyperconnectivity, a fracturing post-Cold War status quo, the proliferation of counter-U.S. resistance, transformed great power competition, and the dissolution of political cohesion and identity worldwide. Post-primacy is not—as some might suggest—a defeatist perspective.² Instead, it is a passionate plea against complacency. It is the cold, calculating, and reasonable recognition of new levels of American vulnerability in an environment where the capability and capacity for strategic-level harm focused against core U.S. interests transcends boundaries, warfighting domains, and traditional defense conventions and biases.

Recognition that the remaining vestiges of a U.S.-friendly status quo are under “persistent assault” from a variety of purposeful and contextual forces will serve senior defense and military leadership well as they design strategy and assess risk less from the illusion of invincibility and more from the certainty of contested position and power.³ Post-primacy conditions require more sophistication in identifying and understanding the character of meaningful defense-relevant hazards; focusing, developing, and prudently adapting defense and military strategy; and finally, targeting and gaining meaningful insights from enterprise-level risk assessment. The manifold vectors of

---

This study identified four major findings for consideration by senior DoD leadership:

- Contemporary defense strategy development and risk assessment will occur under post-primacy circumstances.
- Enterprise-level risk does not exist absent meaningful intentions, strategic objectives, or courses of action.
- Enterprise-level risk assessment should be an uncomplicated but not unsophisticated dialogue.
- Post-primacy strategic conditions will demand more federated approaches to risk assessment.
consequential, defense-relevant hazards are manifesting in ways that will increasingly cause senior defense and military leadership to work harder and smarter. Moreover, consequently, constructing effective strategy and identifying and assessing the nature and magnitude of corporate-level risks associated with it will be increasingly complex affairs.

**FINDING 2**

Enterprise-level risk does not exist absent meaningful intentions, strategic objectives, or courses of action. Many across DoD perceive risk identification and assessment to be excessively focused on the most tangible near-term threats—exemplified in the “4 plus 1” construct. Furthermore, others would argue that there is no common or meaningful perspective on assessing corporate-level risk to the adopted defense strategy and its objectives. The study team suggests that these perspectives have significant merit. Moreover, to the extent that both are insights that are more or less true, the likelier it is that they create their own unique hidden risks.

What this report calls the operative threat-based approach to risk assessment is prone to miss significant defense-relevant hazards emerging from outside of DoD’s current risk models. The defense enterprise may ultimately be ready for the most exquisitely armed 21st-century military threats but, at the same time, profoundly vulnerable to the very purposeful and contextual hazards that sit just outside prevailing convention and are more likely to emerge as important and urgent generators of surge demand. Indeed, one staff officer encountered through the study effort observed, “One of the most pernicious aspects of the current system of risk analysis across DoD is its tendency to link risks directly to a list of potential threats.”

In the post-primacy environment, threat-based strategy development and risk assessment satisfy DoD’s basest, most self-limiting corporate biases. Strategic planning, concepts, doctrine, acquisition, training, and education are all pegged to the same conventions and as such have the potential to unwittingly abet the compounding of corporate-level strategic and military risk. In short, DoD’s long-standing traditional bias and convention likely help it immensely with problems it wants in the abstract while failing to adequately prepare it for the problems it has or will have in reality.

Risk identification and assessment, therefore, should be the product of calculated choices based on objectives embedded in a coherent strategic design. Paraphrasing one senior allied officer, you cannot assess risk unless you are actively taking it. Thus, what

---

**This study makes six major recommendations for consideration by senior DoD leadership:**

- Adopt an objectives-based vice threat-based approach to enterprise-level risk assessment.
- Build a strategy-focused risk concept around four governing principles: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation.
- Pace DoD’s risk assessment against a principal risk portfolio.
- Issue stand-alone, secretary-level risk guidance as a part of the strategy development process.
- Integrate interagency insights into DoD risk assessment and “lead-up” as trusted partners toward a common “whole of government” risk picture.
- Integrate core allies and partners into the risk assessment process.
might pass as risk in some quarters is simply an unrefined articulation of menace having little or no connection to strategic intentions, courses of action, or objectives.

This study suggests that purely threat-based approaches to either strategy or risk assessment can quickly devolve into conceptual dead ends that blind senior leadership, strategists, and planners to more compelling hazards equally deserving of their immediate attention. In the end, the best enterprise-level risk judgments will emerge from side-by-side comparisons of objectives, hazards, strategy, demands, and institutional priorities. In isolation, none of these could be expected to yield the comprehensive, high-impact risk-insights essential to post-primacy success.

Recommendation.

Adopt an objectives-based vice threat-based approach to enterprise-level risk assessment. This report argues for a strategy-focused risk identification and assessment dialogue that starts with broad understanding of DoD’s core objectives, the environment within which those of objectives are secured, and the strategic approach associated with securing them. It links the enduring defense objectives to the most compelling 21st-century hazards. In the process, it leaves decision-makers with a clearer understanding of the environment’s most important and urgent near-, mid-, and long-term defense and military demands. This unbroken connection between objectives, environment, strategy, and demands offers decision-makers a powerful tool with which to make reasonable risk-informed trades over time and at different levels of decision and action.

FINDING 3

Enterprise-level risk assessment should be an uncomplicated but not unsophisticated dialogue. In reality, risk judgments are negotiating positions in enterprise-level strategy development. They are not as some might suggest definitive or enduring statements of hazard.

The sage words of President Eisenhower are instructive here, “Plans are worthless, but planning is everything.” Paraphrasing Eisenhower and in the context of strategic and military risk identification and assessment, final risk judgments—high, medium, low, significant, etc.—may be far less useful for senior defense and military decision-makers than are the structured dialogue and its substantive debates employed to arrive at those judgments. Thus, DoD should commit to a high-level risk dialogue that focuses less on either process or final product and more on comprehensive understanding of the objective-hazard-demand relationship. A high-level risk dialogue that starts with strategic objectives and strategy and concludes with a broad consensus understanding of DoD’s pacing demands and its inherent vulnerabilities will yield meaningful and actionable enterprise-level risk insights.

Risk identification and assessment should be uncomplicated but not unsophisticated. The insights derived from both should be the product of a simple parsimonious approach to identify and assess the impact on strategy and strategic objectives of the most salient hazards emerging from the post-primacy environment. They should focus on the most important defense-relevant issues impacting success of a chosen strategy while
avoiding esoteric, obscure, or cryptic processes that only serve, according to one senior
Army official, to “numb” both risk assessors and risk consumers. At the very moment that transformational strategic conditions demand equally transformational approaches to securing enduring defense objectives, complex corporate risk judgments that remain overly dependent on near-term or lagging indicators as primary data points will not provide senior defense and military leaders with the right perspectives for cross-cutting risk-based decisions.

If adaptation is in fact the point of all DoD’s risk activity along the two critical axes (military/strategic and operational/future challenges) described in this report, the most important adaptations are those focused on the near-, mid-, and long-term interaction between U.S. strategy and the myriad purposeful and contextual adversaries and forces militating against it. A basic high-level dialogue that fully accounts for risk insights along these two axes provides the best start point from which DoD’s senior leadership might proceed to craft a more diverse and dynamic approach to strategy development and risk assessment.

In this regard, this study finds that the best risk judgments should be products of two meaningful risk-focused ideas: First, an iterative and well-structured strategic dialogue focused early on a comprehensive understanding of strategy and strategic objectives in the context of the decision-making environment. Second, in addition to strategic dialogue, meaningful recommendations for persistent adaptation of strategy, plans, concepts, capabilities, and material capacity to effectively confront key asymmetries between what is truly important and urgent, and what is actually being done about it.

Recommendation.

Build a strategy-focused risk concept around four core principles: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation. Section V described the four principles this study suggests underpin a new more fulsome enterprise-level risk dialogue for DoD. They are the living foundation of an uncomplicated but not unsophisticated approach to post-primacy risk identification and assessment. First, the study argues that DoD must account for a more diverse set of strategic-level hazards and associated important and urgent defense demands. Proceeding from the recognition that DoD has a perfect record in its failure to predict its highest-priority contingency requirements, this study argues that an effective hedge against that perfect record is broadening the aperture DoD employs for risk identification and assessment. Second, the study team and the universe of DoD and defense-interested stakeholders the team engaged with in the course of the work concluded that current risk conventions lacked the requisite dynamism essential to keeping up with rapidly changing post-primacy strategic conditions. Thus, any new concept or approach to corporate-level risk must account for inherent dynamism in the nature, character, and sequencing of compelling defense-relevant hazards, as well as in unavoidable (unforeseen, or under-prepared for) changes that occur in DoD’s capability and capacity to act with purpose against them. In short, there is nothing static about DoD’s strategic approach to the world, the hazards it may encounter pursuing that approach, or the responses DoD will marshal to contend with those hazards. Thus, risk identification and assessment must
benefit from a built-in commitment to look and account for dynamic endogenous and exogenous change.

The third principle—**persistent dialogue**—implores the defense enterprise to find a meaningful path by which it thoroughly explores risk along two important and inseparable axes (military/strategic and operational/future challenges). Persistence in this endeavor is required in response to the velocity and high-consequence of ceaseless change in the hazards emerging from the environment. Suffice it to say that the combination of **diversity** in defense-relevant hazards and responses, as well as the **dynamism** exhibited of late by both, necessitate a disciplined and diligent approach to monitoring change and assessing its impact on the 10-year defense outlook. Combined, the principles of **diversity**, **dynamism**, and **persistent dialogue** buffer the enterprise against disruptive surprise and shock.

Finally, the study team argues that in addition to a direct connection back to objectives and strategic courses of action, all risk assessments should have a point. In the end, the focus or purpose of risk assessment should be change. Sometimes that change is simply some broader and more meaningful understanding of the challenges at hand. However, more often, this study argues that all enterprise-level risk identification and assessment should focus squarely on helping senior defense and military leaders to adapt their institutions to high-volume, high-impact post-primacy change. With **adaptation** at its core, risk assessment becomes an exercise in agile problem solving and not one of endless problem identification.

**Recommendation.**

**Pace DoD’s risk assessment against a principal risk portfolio.** This study has described in great detail what it believes is the start point for meaningful post-primacy risk assessment. The principal risk portfolio is the strategy and objectives-based expression of important and urgent military demand against which DoD should persistently assess and apportion risk over the near-, mid-, and long-terms.

This report offered both illustrative enduring defense objectives and illustrative 10-year surge demands as a way of demonstrating the portfolio’s utility in the context of the four driving post-primacy risk principles—**diversity**, **dynamism**, **persistent dialogue**, and **adaptation**. In the end, the portfolio is intended to be a living reservoir where defense and military senior leadership collect DoD’s most important and urgent surge demands for constant assessment against evolutionary and revolutionary change in strategic conditions. The portfolio is not the sum total of DoD’s mission set. It is a reflection of anticipated surge demand and the abiding responsibility of defense senior leadership to meet those demands first according to some prioritization.

The portfolio itself has four governing concepts—**importance**, **urgency**, **capability/capacity**, and **agility**. Broad understanding of the relationship between and among all four provide senior defense and military leadership with opportunities for a continuous discourse on where DoD might be able to accept, mitigate, avoid, or transfer identified risk.
Because the portfolio—like the larger strategy and risk debate—is a living construct, it must change, as a routine part of the persistent dialogue discussed earlier. New demands will supplant existing requirements. Moreover, existing demands will rise and fall in importance and urgency as the environment changes and extant asymmetries between importance, urgency, capability/capacity, and agility change or adapt to internal or external inputs. What the portfolio provides senior leaders is a centerpiece for a meaningful discussion of risk allocation under circumstances of persistent external adjustment and internal adaptation.

Recommendation.

Issue stand-alone, secretary-level risk guidance as a part of the strategy development process. Late in the study effort, the team encountered a thoughtful discussion on risk “ownership.” It led the team to ask and answer a final important question: Who owns corporate risk within DoD? While recognizing the central role of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) as the secretary’s principal military advisor, the team recognized that there could only be one answer to that question—the Secretary of Defense. Thus, in consultation with key DoD and defense-interested stakeholders, the study team determined that DoD and its constituent service components and defense agencies would benefit from classified, secretary-level guidance on risk. That guidance should outline the secretary’s corporate priorities and trades related to risk—expressed in the common risk currency discussed throughout this report.

The secretary’s risk guidance should reflect a thoughtful appreciation of the two primary axes of risk identified throughout the study (military/strategic and operational/future challenges). Naturally, in practice, the team suggests that this guidance is developed in close collaboration with the CJCS. The study team concluded that the guidance must demonstrate a clear appreciation for: 1) a measurable set of enduring defense objectives; 2) an extant strategy or strategic terms of reference (incorporating those objectives); and finally, 3) the four governing principles of risk assessment. Again, the latter includes: diversity in the hazards and demands considered; recognition of the environment’s dynamism and propensity for change; acknowledgment of the insights gathered throughout a process of persistent dialogue; and finally, a commitment to relentless conditions-based adaptation.

A classified, secretary-level statement of risk-related priorities and trades—at the beginning of a presidential term and updated every other year—will put DoD on a common, less internally-competitive strategic foundation. It will communicate to DoD and those constituencies most interested in DoD’s strategic choices where and under what circumstances the secretary has determined that DoD will accept, mitigate, transfer, and avoid risk.

There was concern among some consulted that this guidance would encroach on the Title 10 responsibilities of service chiefs, extant processes associated with the Chairman’s Risk Assessment (CRA), and long-standing tradition or conventions about DoD’s internal division of labor. Mindful of these concerns, the study team suggests that this guidance complement vice compete with extant risk mechanisms. For example, in light of the near-term focus of the CRA, the study team suggests that the secretary’s guid-
ance adopt a longer time horizon that informs near-term risk choices but also provides clear, detailed guidance on the dead space starting on the high margin of near-term or operational risk and running through longer-term future challenges risk (and, at both the strategic and military levels of analysis). Likewise, the study team would argue that another important contribution of this guidance would be articulating clear prioritization between strategic choices that are in obvious competition with one another, as well as recommendations on how priorities might change over time with changes in strategic conditions.

FINDING 4

Post-primacy strategic conditions will demand more federated approaches to risk assessment. Among the more predictable aspects of study efforts like this are two common observations by participants: 1) “This is not just a DoD problem alone. Do not forget the interagency,” and 2) “This is not an American problem alone. Do not forget the allies and partners.” The study is mindful of both critiques and recognizes that there could and should be more federated approaches first to strategy development and strategic planning and then to risk identification and assessment.

Employing the principal risk portfolio and its four criteria within the context of a new concept emphasizing diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and adaptation, corporate-level defense risk assessment would benefit from the insights of DoD’s interagency and allied partners. For starters, the corporate interests and biases of non-DoD partners will invariably differ from those of senior defense and military leadership. As a consequence, their participation in both strategy development, strategic planning, and risk assessment will no doubt contribute new and important perspectives to the defense strategy and risk dialogue. From a more utilitarian standpoint, the same partners might recognize, through the dialogue, that they are essential contributors to capability/capacity shortfalls or they are best postured to lead or make significant contributions to increase agility. In short, and in a world of exploding demand, DoD’s civilian and military partners may be critical levers for risk mitigation, avoidance, or transfer.

In the end, more federated approaches to risk identification and assessment are essential to post-primacy success. As noted at multiple points in this report, consequential hazards are multiplying, metastasizing, and morphing to such an extent that the U.S. military can no longer hope to favorably influence security outcomes everywhere and every time it prefers. However, it substantially increases its odds of doing so in the face of the most important and urgent hazards by integrating the insights and contributions of a broad and diverse universe of civilian-military partners. Success in this regard will require immediate changes (i.e., additions) in who DoD allows into its strategy and risk assessment processes.

Recommendation.

Integrate interagency insights into DoD risk assessment and then “lead-up” as trusted partners toward a common “whole of government” risk picture. Given finding 4, the study identified two important innovations with respect to risk identification
and assessment as it relates to the interagency. First, DoD should integrate key interagency partners in every level of its ongoing strategy and risk dialogues. This includes but is not limited to the civilian intelligence community, as well as the Departments of State, Homeland Security, and Justice. Their participation is a sign of good faith, an informed source of alternative perspectives, and, in the end, is instructive for all involved on where and how non-DoD contributions will make a difference in securing enduring defense objectives and reducing excessive risk.

The second innovation mirrors one of last year’s gray zone recommendations. The gray zone study team suggested that DoD’s culture of planning was best postured to help senior national security leaders see gray zone challenges clearly and understand the broad whole of government levers essential to combating them effectively. That same culture of planning and its rhetorical commitment (at a minimum) to risk-based decision-making suggests that DoD again lead-up in the area of whole of government strategy development and, more specifically, risk assessment. Through the initial act of good faith associated with bringing interagency partners into its own internal risk identification and assessment process, DoD might advance the concept of whole of government risk-based decision-making across the national security community.

There may be significant trust issues for senior DoD leaders to overcome if DoD is to successfully lead-up on the subject of risk. Nonetheless, it was clear to the study team and those that it engaged with over the course of the research effort that top-down articulations of actionable strategy and risk guidance would improve overall U.S. Government performance. This improved performance would materially benefit DoD’s defense of enduring defense objectives.

Recommendation.

Integrate core allies and partners into the risk assessment process. Post-primacy is no time to act alone. Despite the common refrain that the United States will act with others when it can and unilaterally when it must, allies and partners are increasingly an indispensable U.S. strategic hedge. The United States has two basic types of defense alliances and partnerships.

First, there is the regional variety. According to either treaty or convention, regional allies and partners help the United States maintain favorable security conditions within regions whose stability is essential to U.S. security. Japan and the Republic of Korea in the Pacific, and Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Israel in the Middle East come to mind in this regard. Obviously, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Alliance is a clear example of a regionally-based entente as well. The U.S. position in those regions by and large relies on stable bi- or multi-lateral relations, as well as routine and in extremis military cooperation.

The second global variety of ally and partner helps the United States maintain stability in their region as well, while also reliably participating in the more general policing of the international status quo that they all prefer and benefit from. Much has been said already on the vulnerability of that preferred status quo. This category includes many NATO nations. However, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and France are particularly active U.S. global partners.
Many of these global partnerships are becoming much more conditional. This may be a function of increased nationalism and its attendant focus on self-interest first. However, it is also likely a function of the proliferation, diversification, and atomization of effective counter-U.S. and counter-Western resistance as well. Hazards are manifesting in different ways at different times to individual states. Consequently, it is more challenging to generate a common perspective on objectives, vulnerabilities, strategies, demands, and priorities.

In spite of this profound lack of clarity in strategic conditions among and between allies and partners, the study team suggests that every effort should be made to harmonize their collective perspectives on strategy and risk within regions and with regionally-based allies, which requires cooperative alliance (or partnership) management. Post-primacy will require some humility on the part of the United States in this regard, because, increasingly, self-interest trumps collective interest.

The United States will need to approach global allies with a similar tack. In some respects, however, alliance (or partnership) cohesion may be a tougher sell. “Away games” are increasingly more difficult to sell to war weary populations. Combined with the prospect of hyperconnectivity bringing more problems home, the United States should focus its risk harmonization first on those allies and partners with whom it is likeliest to rely on for worldwide coalition action. Often, the regional allies and partners see the local threats more clearly.

In the end, regardless of whether or not allies and partners are regional or global in their orientation, the United States will rely on their political will and material strength to offset risks associated with increasing hazard. As was suggested earlier, the United States will need to work harder and smarter to retain a favorable global position and the freedom of action necessary to maintain it. This will not happen without the active cooperation of the United States’ network of alliances and partnerships.

One clear path to their active cooperation includes their being fully incorporated to the extent possible in DoD’s persistent risk dialogue. Failure in this regard invites the fatal traps of unrealistic expectations, overreach, miscalculation, and ultimately, unexpected failure or cost on the part of the United States. Dealing allies and partners into corporate risk identification and assessment, on the other hand, fosters a common understanding of hazard and demand that may result in more equitable or more effective burden sharing.

ENDNOTES – SECTION VIII


2. The concept of “post-primacy” was widely acknowledged by the vast majority of those the study team engaged with during the course of the study. It was, however, a source of significant discomfort for some senior leaders engaged in the course of the study. Because of the wide majority acknowledgement of the term as appropriate to current strategic conditions, the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study opted to retain it as an organizing principle for the report.


6. This insight emerged from a roundtable discussion with two allied officers in Honolulu, Hawaii, March 6, 2017.


8. This quoted insight was derived from consultation with senior Army officials in the Pentagon, Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.


10. This insight emerged from a private roundtable discussion with a senior U.S. military officer at the USAWC, Carlisle, PA, April 12, 2017.

11. Though the Chairman’s role in risk assessment is codified in U.S. Code, the team recognized that the Secretary’s position in the chain of command indicated “ownership” over enterprise level risk over the near-, mid-, and long-term along the military to strategic continuum.

12. This insight was particularly evident in consultation with a senior service official in the Pentagon, Washington, DC, April 11, 2017.

13. This insight was central to consultations with key staff of a sub-unified command in the U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM) Area of Responsibility (AoR), March 8, 2017.
IX. CONCLUSION—OWNERSHIP, CULTURE, AND ADAPTATION

Every word in the title of this study is purposeful—*At Our Own Peril: DoD Risk Assessment in a Post-Primacy World*. The title conveys an urgency the study team detected among defense and defense-interested communities about the need to change or update the Department of Defense’s (DoD) corporate perspective on both strategy development and risk assessment. Indeed, the study team detected a general unease or discomfort with current conventions on both counts. This is not an indictment of existing processes like the Chairman’s Risk Assessment (CRA). It is rather an acknowledgement that current convention is insufficient given contemporary hazards and demands.

While defense and military professionals work hard to secure U.S. interests with the tools at their disposal, this study discovered that many among them and those that inform them believe current strategy and risk conventions are simply ill-suited or inadequate for contemporary strategic circumstances. Current risk concepts in particular are excessively focused on near-term considerations or straight-line extrapolations of the near-term forward. These perspectives harbor the potential to mortgage both future success and near-term off-script performance. In short, the environment is increasingly defined by discontinuity, persistent revolutionary change, and U.S. vulnerability while DoD’s strategy, planning, and risk assessment models favor predictability, evolution, and unchallenged U.S. advantage.

There is a clear and unambiguous recognition of this in virtually every quarter of the defense establishment this effort engaged with over the previous year. There is universal recognition as well that the United States and its defense establishment no longer exercise the degree of unchallenged strategic dominance enjoyed from the end of the Cold War through the immediate post-9/11 period. Those engaged in the work of strategy and risk also recognize that they are navigating an era of hyper-competition where standard responses, default solutions, and raw aggregate potential are insufficient remedies for the myriad strategic hazards they now confront.

In response, they are also aware that regaining and maintaining an unassailable position of American military advantage will require new perspectives and approaches to strategy and risk. In a word, defense and military professionals understand that they must adjust to profound environmental change and do so persistently based on deliberate strategic choices that are informed by new insights on risk. The perceived urgency springs from a collective sense among many senior and working-level defense and military professionals that the margins for error are increasingly tightening.

This study endeavored to provide senior DoD leadership with advice in this regard. Over the course of 9 months of intensive research and engagement with defense-focused communities of interest and practice, the study arrived at a finite number of actionable findings and recommendations for senior defense leadership. However, as important as these findings and recommendations are, the study team discovered three additional foundational insights that are an apt way of closing the report. These insights involve—**risk ownership**, **risk as culture**, and **risk as an instrument for adaptation**.

First, clear unambiguous corporate-level **risk ownership** will help DoD recalibrate to a more complex strategic environment. In order for strategic guidance and risk judgments to permeate DoD and inform all senior leader decision-making;
responsibility, authority, and ownership of risk should be unambiguously aligned. The team would suggest that enterprise-level risk assessment is a shared responsibility between the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS). Recall, for example, the study’s description of top-down and bottom-up risk assessments along the military-to-strategic continuum and across the time horizon of operational-to-future challenges. Where corporate ownership clearly leans toward Secretaries of Defense is in the combination of their responsibility for assessment and their authority to do something about the findings of assessments.

Through persistent, collaborative risk assessment and consultation with the CJCS, the Secretary can and should exercise risk leadership for DoD. While the study suggests that consultation will come in the form of specific risk guidance during strategy development, it should also permeate all decisions and processes over which the secretary has authority. Employment of the common risk currency described in this report will help in this regard.

None of this is meant to suggest that others in DoD senior leadership—in particular, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the combatant commands—do not have their own risk responsibilities and authorities. However, as Secretaries of Defense are the senior-most DoD officers in the military chain of command, they must then ultimately also own enterprise-level risk and speak with authority on it.

A second foundational insight is the idea of risk as a culture. Risk identification and assessment cannot simply be a process, a product, or a static judgment on hazard or danger. It needs to be a persistent component of DoD’s corporate culture. Consistent with the first insight, risk identification and assessment needs to permeate DoD’s strategic dialogue and remain central to all the consequential DoD decision-making.

This report suggests that risk identification and assessment need to involve the constant side-by-side comparison of objectives, the environment and hazards, strategies, demands, and institutional priorities. If it remains a once a year or once every 2 years staff exercise, and if it fails to account for the totality of the two key axes of assessment (military/strategic and operational/future challenges), contemporary events will outpace and overwhelm DoD. Moreover, consequently, failure and/or unacceptable cost will follow to the great detriment of its overall performance.

Finally, on the subject of risk as an instrument of adaptation, the findings are unequivocal. Any and all corporate-level risk identification and assessment within DoD must have as its expressed purpose adaptation to ever-changing strategic circumstances. The study team has outlined a risk concept with four governing principles: diversity, dynamism, persistent dialogue, and finally, adaptation. The last is the most important among them.

Why diversity, dynamism, and persistent dialogue? The answer is, in a word, adaptation. Because DoD is required to demonstrate a persistent commitment to defend at-risk interests, objectives, and partners now and over time and because the environ-
ment is subject to constant consequential change, meeting basic 21st-century defense obligations requires constant, unrelenting, risk-informed adaptation.

In the final analysis, this report argues for a corporate risk model founded on persistent senior leader dialogue and fine-tuned to monitor and adapt to constant change in strategic conditions. Maintenance of U.S. defense and military advantage is at stake. DoD’s future risk concept should proceed from that weighty and potentially grave point of departure. Short of that, DoD exposes current and future performance to significant unrecognized or under-recognized hazard.

ENDNOTES - SECTION IX

1. The concept of aligning risk authority, responsibility, and ownership emerged from insights derived both from a group interaction with a senior theater commander in April 2017 in Carlisle, PA, as well as from a one-on-one discussion with a former senior civilian DoD official also in April 2017, but in Washington, DC.

APPENDIX I - BUILDING THE PRINCIPAL RISK PORTFOLIO: ILLUSTRATIVE HAZARDS AND DEMANDS

Early in the study, the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) study team surveyed defense-interested communities of interest and practice in order to gauge the range of the most important potential 10-year surge demands. The team contributed their own responses as well. Figure AI-1 represents an aggregation and synthesis of the replies to the question: “What do you perceive to be the Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) top 5 potential surge military demands between 2017-2027?”

The illustrative hazards in the left hand column are not intended to be predictive. Instead, they are descriptive of the kinds of hazards that could generate the surge military demands outlined in the right column. The illustrative hazards listed here are a reflection of the kinds of potential hazards and demands anticipated by defense and military professionals over the next decade. Use of the hazards in this report was strictly limited to identification of generic 10-year surge demands. Once identified, the demands were aggregated into the illustrative principal risk portfolio described in this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw Illustrative Hazards</th>
<th>Prospective Surge Demands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Perceived Loss of Nuclear/Tech Advantage</td>
<td>Strategic Deterrence and Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Future Gulf Nuclear Stand-Off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Russian Counter-Space Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Gray/Black Campaign Against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Member States</td>
<td>Gray Zone/Counter-Gray Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Gray/Black Campaign to Seize Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian/People’s Republic of China/Iran Gray/Black Campaign Against U.S. Global Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Baltic Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td>Access/Anti-Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Annexation of the South China Seas and Isolation of Japan/the East China Sea</td>
<td>Major Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russia Civil War/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td>Distributed Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pakistan Civil Conflict/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contagious Pan-Regional Military Engagement Civil Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Widespread Mexican Civil Conflict/Migration Crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Gray/Black Campaign Against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Member States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Gray/Black Campaign to Seize Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian/People’s Republic of China/Iran Gray/Black Campaign Against U.S. Global Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Baltic Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td>Access/Anti-Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Annexation of the South China Seas and Isolation of Japan/the East China Sea</td>
<td>Major Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russia Civil War/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td>Distributed Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pakistan Civil Conflict/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contagious Pan-Regional Military Engagement Civil Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Widespread Mexican Civil Conflict/Migration Crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Gray/Black Campaign Against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Member States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Gray/Black Campaign to Seize Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian/People’s Republic of China/Iran Gray/Black Campaign Against U.S. Global Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Baltic Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td>Access/Anti-Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Annexation of the South China Seas and Isolation of Japan/the East China Sea</td>
<td>Major Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russia Civil War/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td>Distributed Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pakistan Civil Conflict/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contagious Pan-Regional Military Engagement Civil Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Widespread Mexican Civil Conflict/Migration Crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Gray/Black Campaign Against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Member States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Gray/Black Campaign to Seize Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian/People’s Republic of China/Iran Gray/Black Campaign Against U.S. Global Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Baltic Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td>Access/Anti-Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Annexation of the South China Seas and Isolation of Japan/the East China Sea</td>
<td>Major Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russia Civil War/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td>Distributed Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pakistan Civil Conflict/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contagious Pan-Regional Military Engagement Civil Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Widespread Mexican Civil Conflict/Migration Crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Gray/Black Campaign Against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Member States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Gray/Black Campaign to Seize Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian/People’s Republic of China/Iran Gray/Black Campaign Against U.S. Global Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Baltic Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td>Access/Anti-Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Counter-Access Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China Annexation of the South China Seas and Isolation of Japan/the East China Sea</td>
<td>Major Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russia Civil War/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td>Distributed Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pakistan Civil Conflict/Loss of Control Over Nuclear Arsenal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contagious Pan-Regional Military Engagement Civil Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Widespread Mexican Civil Conflict/Migration Crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Conventional/Nuclear Aggression Against the Republic of Corelia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional Iranian Hybrid War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian Gray/Black Campaign Against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Member States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People’s Republic of China/Gray/Black Campaign to Seize Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Russian/People’s Republic of China/Iran Gray/Black Campaign Against U.S. Global Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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